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We want to feature your work!
Do you have nature art you’d
like to share? How about
photos of your catio, compost
bin, garden, solar array, etc?
Carolinenecmail@gmail.com

We want to hear from you! Write
us a letter 300 words or less
that’s relevant to EcoNews and
we’ll consider publishing it! The
NEC reserves the right to reject
any submitted material for any reason.

Email Carolinenecmail@gmail.com

SINCERE GRATITUDE TO:
• Visión y Compromiso Humboldt for “meeting people where they are” and assisting Humboldt county’s Latinx population to learn about and enroll
in Medi-Cal. According to the North Coast Journal, approximately 13,000 qualified residents of
Humboldt County were not covered, a gap which
Visión y Compromiso Humboldt is looking to fill.
• Arcata High School’s President of the Black Student Union (BSU), Bella Volz-Broughton. Miss
Volz-Broughton began the BSU in 2018, and has
pushed back against the school’s administration
when she was told that her dream of holding a
Black History Student Assembly wouldn’t be possible. In the end, her efforts prevailed. We see you,
Bella. Keep up the good work!
• Casey Cruikshank, the NEC’s former Coastal Programs Coordinator for all the amazing work she
has done for the NEC over the years. We are very
excited for this new chapter in her career, but will
also miss her very much. Thank you for bringing so
much passion and so many new ideas to Coastal
Programs!
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- Call for Submissions Do you have memories of the early NEC that
you’d like to share? Photos, recollections, poems
or lessons learned from campaigns? Did the
NEC launch you into a life of environmental
activism? We want to know what the Northcoast
Environmental Center has meant to you over
the years, whether you were involved right at
the beginning
or
anywhere
else within this
last half-century.
Please send your
submissions or
article ideas to
carolinenecmail@
gmail.com
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The last month has brought some big changes for
the NEC staff. The biggest change is that our Coastal
Programs Coordinator, Casey Cruikshank, has taken
a new job and has left her position with the NEC.
Casey has been a huge asset to our team for the last
three years! During that time Casey developed Coastal
Programs unlike never before. Her passion for marine
debris awareness helped staff focus their interests
and hone their skills towards building projects that
develop meaningful community participation and
support. She brought us so much success during
Coastal Cleanup Days, as well as year-round litter
removal programs such as Adopt-a-Beach and Adopta-Block. She built relationships and coalitions with
other groups around California in order to effect real
change in how we all think about and handle marine
debris. Most importantly, she recognizes the work that
others in our community do, and consistently points
out their efforts, showing us that she knows that the
relationships she builds are not in vain: we all need to
do our part. We are so lucky to have had Casey on our
staff, and we know that despite her leaving as staff, her
connection to the NEC will not end here.
Despite Casey’s departure, we know that
change is good. And to prove this, we would like
to introduce you to our new Coastal Programs
Coordinator, Ivy Munnerlyn. Ivy came highly
recommended for this position by Casey, and we
are so glad! Ivy moved to Humboldt County in
2019 to study Wildlife Biology at HSU and explore
the beauty of the Northcoast. Her interests include
botany, marine science, Indigenous natural resource
knowledge, wildlife rehabilitation, and citizen science.
These diverse interests came into focus during her
time studying Biology at Cabrillo College in Santa
Cruz, CA. Ivy has a deep sense of curiosity about and
responsibility for the natural world and its human
and non-human inhabitants. She is very excited for
the opportunity to serve the Humboldt community
as Coastal Programs Coordinator for the NEC! We
know that this change is going to be exciting. Stay
tuned!

August Complex Vegetation and
Resource Rapid Assessment

Recently the NEC joined in with CalWild and
many other Environmental organizations to make
input to the “August Complex Vegetation and
Resource Rapid Assessment.” This Rapid Assessment
endeavor is the US Forest Service’s attempt to
respond to the August Complex giga-fire that to some
degree touched 1,032,648 acres between August 16,
www.yournec.org

2020 and November 12, 2020. Suppression costs are
pegged at $319.8 million between Shasta, Mendocino,
Tehama, Trinity, Glenn and Lake Counties, and in
three National Forests; Six Rivers, Shasta-Trinity and
Mendocino.
We have asked that the Forest Service also include
existing, agency-recommended, and eligible Wild
Scenic Rivers to the Assessment. We have also
requested the agency to acknowledge that some
public lands in the Assessment area are proposed for
wilderness, wild and scenic river designation, and
other protections in Rep. Jared Huffman’s Northwest
California Wilderness, Recreation, and Working
Forests Act. This legislation passed the House twice
in 2020, and it will be reintroduced in 2021. We have
suggested that recreation be added to their analysis.
We further urged that recreation and anadromous
fish-critical habitat be added to the list of Areas of
Special Concern.
We would like to point out that this Assessment
provides little direction for reforestation. We assert
that in order to avoid increased wildfire hazard in
the future, new reforestation standards should focus
on less-dense replanting in groups and patches
instead of standard plantations. Special thanks to Mr.
“Wildrivers” Steve Evans of CalWild for spearheading
this input.

Wildfire Risk Reduction, Reliability, and
Asset Protection Project

The Trinity Public Utilities District (TPUD)
recently released it’s scoping notice for it’s so called
“Wildfire Risk Reduction, Reliability, and Asset
Protection Project”. This project calls for expanding
the existing 20-foot right of way (ROW) clearing
to a 130-foot wide clearcut. This ROW expansion
would be over 217 miles mostly through National
Forest public lands. That adds up to about 3700 acres
of land proposed to be stripped of vegetation. In
order to maintain this cleared area perpetually into
the foreseeable future, the TPUD proposes spraying
herbicides regularly. NEC member group SAFE
asked for help from other NEC member groups to
oppose this proposal. EPIC and the Sierra Club have
responded by sending out alerts and making input
along with SAFE (see EPIC’s article on page 10).

NEC EMAIL UPdates
NEC staff have updated
their email addresses. See
NEC Staff list on page 1 for
current contact info.
Best general contact:

nec@yournec.org
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EcoNews in the '80s: Who needs computers?
Elaine Weinraub, Former EcoNews Volunteer
It was back in the ‘80’s. I had just moved to
Humboldt from the Bay Area and was trying to connect
with the environmental community.
At that time, the NEC was located in a storefront
in downtown Arcata. Tim McKay was in charge;
Sid Dominitz ran EcoNews; Connie Stewart was the
secretary; and Andy Alm was just getting into that
mysterious futuristic realm called the Internet. The
office was crowded, busy, crammed with papers, and
filled with people working on various projects.
At first I worked on layout. Computers had just
become available to the general public, but Windows
had not yet been invented: Everything was done
through DOS using text commands. You really had
to know what you were doing.
Sid didn’t bother with computers, using a typewriter
for everything. Typed text was literally pasted up
on whiteboards. Graphics were clipped out of other
publications. To get the size right, you had to carry
the printed material to the Co-op, and use their coinoperated copy machines.
I appreciated the humor, dedication, and hard work
of all the folks there, although some, such as Sid, took a
little getting used to. He had a tough New York sense of
humor, but since I was also an ex-New Yorker, it seemed
refreshing. I remember him complaining that California
hot dogs all tasted as though they had been faxed.

Caroline Griffith, EcoNews Journalist

Connie Stewart (former NEC Secretary) and Sid
Dominitz (former EcoNews editor). Photo: Mark Larson.
When they learned that I could write, they gave
me a monthly column to create each month, dealing
with toxics. Andy took me in hand, showing me how
to use the computer to locate various sites that had
valuable information, and also gave me software to
help me get there. (Remember, this was way before
Google.) Connections between computers were made
by telephone, and you had to know exactly where you
were going.
Eventually, I moved on to other venues, but still
have stacks of old EcoNews issues buried somewhere
in the back of a closet.

Connie Stewart (former NEC secretary), Wesley Chesbro
(NEC founding board member), Tim McKay (former
NEC Executive Director). May 1998. Photo: Mark Larson.
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Does 'Vegetation
Management'
Equal Clearcuts?
Concerns Grow
Over TPUD
Proposal

Sid & Tim in heaven playing poker.
Cartoon by Terry "Torg" Torgeson.
www.yournec.org

In what they are calling “Proactive right of way
expansion and vegetation management” in the name of
fire safety, the Trinity Public Utilities District (TPUD)
and the Western Area Power Authority (WAPA) have
started scoping on a project that could potentially
result in miles of clearcuts. The WRAP, or Wildfire Risk
Reduction, Reliability, and Asset Protection Project,
proposes to expand 230 miles of utility right of way
from 20 feet up to 130 feet in high risk areas. The
vegetation removal would be followed by herbicide
application. Trinity County has numerous resolutions
declaring herbicides a public nuisance and Trinity
County an herbicide-free zone.
Trinity County resident Amanda Barragar expressed
concern saying, “They are measuring the project by
"board feet" rather than fire resiliency or fire risk
assessment. This is especially concerning to me because
it makes clear economics are the driving force, not the
community's safety. They're determining the width of
the clear cut by the amount of money they can make
back from the timber. The numbers they propose are
economic, not science.”
“It's especially concerning how archaic this proposal
is,” Barragar added. “These tactics of clearing are oldschool. We have learned time and again at this point
that clear cutting and spraying does not decrease fire
danger, in fact it INCREASES fire danger. When you
spray toxic herbicides, the plants don't disappear, they
just die and become more dry and dangerous as fire
hazards.”
In addition to the environmental concerns over
this project, there are also concerns about transparency
and potential conflicts of interest among the TPUD
Board; the current Vice-President, Alex Cousins, works
as a sales manager at Trinity River Lumber Company.
TPUD and WAPA are still in the review process
for this project, which isn’t projected to begin until
Spring 2022. Local enviro organizations S.A.F.E. and
EPIC submitted comments during the recent scoping
period. The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
or Environmental Impact Review (EIR) is scheduled
to be done by August 2021. Once released, there will
be a 45 day review period which will include public
meetings in September of 2021. A final report is
projected to be done by April 2022, after which WAPA
and Trinity PUD will make a decision on the project.
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Dea r E co News

The

EcoNews Report

A selection of some recent
EcoNews Reports:

What’s Next for Rep.
Huffman’s Wilderness Bill?
Dear EcoNews,
I moved to Humboldt County from a large
West Coast city. I had been used to composting
my food waste and have been dismayed by my
inability to do so in Humboldt. I hate to send
organic material to the landfill to be turned into
methane. What gives?
-Confused Composter

Dear Confused Composter,
There are many facilities, services, events,
conveniences, etc. that we do not have in Humboldt
County that are common in metropolitan or wealthy
areas. Adapting to rural conditions requires that
residents become more resourceful, rely on each
other, and join forces to achieve economy-of-scale
solutions for a variety of services not provided by
local government. Food waste and other organic
material is often handled differently in rural areas
than in large cities. Many residents have their
own backyard composting or make their own
arrangements to drop off their food waste to a
farmer with farm animals, according to the farmer's
specifications. Recology and Humboldt Sanitation
are the contracted collectors of discarded materials
for local governments in Humboldt County, and
depending on where you live, Recology can provide

a cart to collect your green waste/yard debris for
a fee. Depending on where you live, The Local
Worm Guy provides a collection service for food
waste composting. See www.localwormguy.com
Humboldt County is not served by a centralized
composting or food waste digestion facility. To
achieve this will require cooperation among local
governments combined with private and public
resources for financing.
Local governments have been slow to respond to
new State laws to keep food waste and other organics
out of the landfill. Zero Waste Humboldt, the NEC,
EPIC, 350 Humboldt, and other environmental
and climate change advocacy groups have started
to meet to explore the range of options for joint
solutions for organic waste recycling. We urge you
to communicate with your local elected leaders if
you want composting to have greater priority in local
government or tell Humboldt Waste Management
Authority at board@hwma.net.
See the ZWH article on page 12, or Get On
Board for the Climate on page 20, for current
information about California SB1383 which requires
edible food rescue and food waste composting.
-- Maggie Gainer
Zero Waste Humboldt
Board President

February 6, 2021 – Ryan Henson of
the California Wilderness Coalition
joins Gang Green to talk about
the details of the Congressman
Huffman's Wilderness bill, some of
his favorite new wilderness areas,
and breaks down the prospects
of the bill’s passage in the 177th
Congress.

What Can the August Complex Tell Us About the
Fires of the Future?
January 23, 2021 – The 2020 August Complex was the
largest fire in recent history, burning over one million
acres. If large fires are the new future, what can we learn
from the August Complex?

The Sagebrush Rebellion and the
Sacking of the Capitol
January 15, 2021 – Guest Carl Segerstron from High
Country News joins Gang Green to discuss how Western
far-right anti-government extremism contributed to the
siege on the U.S. Capitol.

What is Jackson State Forest Telling Us, and
How Should We Manage It?
January 9, 2021 – Learn about the Jackson Demonstration
State Forest outside of Fort Bragg and the new timber
harvest plans that are being proposed for the forest.

2020 Humboldt County Environmental Roundup
December 26, 2020 – Take a look back at local
environmental work in 2020, and take a look forward
to big issues in 2021. Discussed: Mercury levels in
Humboldt Bay fish, Potter Valley dams on the Eel River,
Caltrans’ Richardson Grove project, and National Forest
management.

Visit us on the web for our latest events and herbal tips.

Herbal Classes &
Travel Adventures
with Jane Bothwell
Enjoy a virtual
herb walk!

Biden’s First 100 Days for the Environment
December 19, 2020 – A favorite American political
tradition is the idea of the “first 100 days in office.” Gang
Green breaks down what President-elect Joe Biden has
said will be his environmental priorities in the first 100
days, what the Georgia Senate run-off election may
mean for his legislative agenda, and what environmental
groups are urging him to do.

707-442-8157 • www.dandelionherb.com

KHUM104.3
Sat @ 10am

Thanks to KHUM & Lost Coast Outpost!
ECONEWS MARCH 2021
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History of The Emerald Mile & Redwood National Park
Dave Van de Mark, founding NEC board member
In this day and age, there are few “pioneers” out
there discovering new landscapes or exploring places for
the first time. Early mountain men of the Yellowstone
region, though not the first to see it, were among the
first to recognize the region’s beauty, unique character,
and potential fragileness, and spoke strongly of a need
for special protection. In that way, they were certainly
pioneers of an idea that helped establish the National
Park System.
So, if I may be permitted to draw upon the concept of
pioneering an idea, the highlight of my personal involvement
in establishing the Redwood National Park should be
considered the “Emerald Mile” – an idea and a place that
profoundly influenced the final 1968 boundaries along
Redwood Creek.
While definitely not its first visitor, I certainly was
one of its great advocates. The Emerald Mile later became
part of the rallying cry of the Emerald Creek Committee, a
group of mostly younger activists formed during the “park
expansion era” who were determined to save Emerald
Creek from clear cutting. How many folks know where
Emerald Creek got its name?

How It All Started 55 Years Ago
A locally based group, Citizens for a Redwoods
National Park (CRNP), was formed not long after the
National Park Service & National Geographic announced
discovery of (then) the 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 6th tallest trees on
Redwood Creek – three of them in a grove on a horseshoe
bend of the river. I soon joined in and by 1967 became
the organization’s president.
I was fortunate to participate on a special winter

Start of February 1966 float trip.
Dave Van de Mark: front right-side of the boat.
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float trip in February 1966 down
Redwood Creek, which gave me
a very early glimpse of 22 miles
of the river – the same area soon
to be proposed for protection by
the Sierra Club, CRNP and other
national conservation groups. The
oarsman was Paul Geerlings, an old
hand at running Redwood Creek
– he and friend Maynard Munger
had kayaked the watershed at least
twice before.
The first day was spent
negotiating much of the rapids and
rocky gorge sections of Redwood
Creek downstream of Coyote
Creek. The canyon was scenic,
wild, inviting – and obviously rarely
visited by anyone.
On the second day, we
experienced a remarkable transition
in the river’s character – the rapids
diminished and the pace of the river
slowed; denser stands of trees lined
the ever-widening channel. After
rounding a sharp river bend we
were confronted by an incredible
wall of trees, the first major grove
along the river. Stopping both to
rest and explore, Paul recounted
Nobel Prize Winner In The Emerald Mile Grove.
to me how much Maynard had
reacted a year earlier to this stunning
yet tranquil setting and dramatic change in the river’s
The Evolving Political Landscape
character – think of having just fought your way through
The existence of the world’s tallest trees eight miles up
difficult rapids for a few hours, then suddenly finding
Redwood Creek made it clear they would be included in
yourself floating slowly and easily past large trees with
any future park. But that also posed a significant problem
sunlight glancing off the river, giving it a touch of an
for features located further upstream that were receiving
emerald hue – it was so beautiful to Maynard, he declared
almost no attention. Ironically, the fact that many sections
this peaceful stretch the “Emerald Mile.”
of the Sierra Club’s proposal were pristine and virtually
As Paul recited this story I, too, was being taken in by
inaccessible meant significant parts of the large proposal
the same emotions that had affected Maynard. As far as
were seldom seen by the media and members of Congress.
I know, he never expressed these feelings, not publically
There was no internet to help spread the word.
anyway (I spent two days with him on another trip). But
The very tallest living things, however, rising right
I took a different course – I knew this beautiful, wild, yet
up there before your eyes – tangible, measurable and
peaceful place just had to be on the radar for protection!
magnificent – were a different story. The timber industry
So I would soon expand the idea of it to include the gorge
even argued that nothing more needed saving – pointing
and transition to peaceful waters – it was now a two-mile
to just across the river, where logging had gone on for
stretch of river, including its adjacent unspoiled slopes
years and had (they said) caused no harm. Industry kept
and forest!
pressing the point that acquiring land beyond the tallest
Even though the Redwood Creek valley becomes
trees – both upstream and even upslope of them – was
increasingly impressive with broad views of intact forests
unnecessary. Protect the lower part of the valley and lower
lining both banks (especially downstream of the Tall Trees
part of Prairie Creek and “snake” a narrow corridor of
Grove), there is something altogether special imparted by
protection (and access) up to and around the tallest trees
the river’s character in the Emerald Mile as it transforms
and you have a park even industry-supporting members
from a rocky gorge with powerful rapids and deep pools to
of Congress would come to accept.
milder hints of sound and flow. Every river bend rewarded
Throughout 1966, 1967 and early 1968, as the scenarios
the rare visitor with lovely views of intact forests and more
outlined above were evolving, I agonized over the possibility
likely a chance of seeing a bear or mountain lion than a
Continued on next page
fellow human being!
www.yournec.org
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Emerald Mile &
Redwood National Park
Continued from prior page
that so much significant beauty and ecological value located
far upstream from the tallest trees would go unprotected
simply for lack of publicity. So I put a storyline together
to promote the Emerald Mile to anyone willing to listen
– even leaders of the national conservation organizations
had yet to see it for themselves. (Note: I
was also talking up Bridge Creek, that major
tributary entering Redwood Creek at the
downstream end of what I would define the
Emerald Mile to be – it was an incredibly
beautiful place that also “no one knew”).
This effort culminated in Citizens for
a Redwoods National Park’s twelve-page
August 1967 brochure with photos, titled
The Special Reasons – Scientific and Aesthetic – That Indicate a Redwoods National
Park Should Be On Redwood Creek. It
was sent to all members of Congress and
news organizations throughout the nation.

The Emerald Mile ends where Bridge Creek joins
Redwood Creek from the west side (Emerald Creek comes
in shortly downstream from the east side). Even though
most of the largest redwoods made home further down
the valley, the Emerald Mile and Bridge Creek were a duo
unmatched to visit.
The Emerald Mile thus was never just about the river
– all the slope forests & prairies from Bald Hills Road
down to the river and up to the opposite ridge were part
of the concept – it was the least spoiled part of Redwood
Creek being proposed for protection. And what remains
of it intact today is still quite remote & lovely and worthy
of your efforts to explore.

The Attributes of the Emerald Mile
As indicated earlier, it’s really about a
two-mile stretch of river that was the least
impacted part of Redwood Creek – the
sights and sounds of commercial activity
had not affected the remote groves and
river experiences found there 50+ years
ago. These two miles were the only place
on Redwood Creek where the whole canyon
– from Bald Hills Road down to the river
and back up to opposite ridge top – was
essentially intact!
The Emerald Mile (and the river further upstream) added a rich diversity to
the ecosystem of Redwood Creek: Open
grassland prairies on the east upper slopes
which were historically used by Native
Americans; warmer spring and summer
temperatures and soil variations resulting
in various mixed conifer & hardwood tree
associations.
Redwood Creek here was making a remarkable physical and aesthetic transition from a narrow, rugged “gorge”
with rapids – with the river flowing along the Grogan fault,
separating two geologic formations – to a more placid river
meandering through denser forests and past occasionally
flooded flats where very large trees grew.
The Emerald mile has the first really significant sized
redwood flat and grove of redwoods. There are small flats
further upstream too, but this one gets your attention!
It remains a beautiful and unspoiled wilderness grove.
In short, Redwood Creek was “growing up” in the
Emerald Mile and becoming the river system that produced a perfect environment for the tallest trees located
further downstream.
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Despite appearing virtually inaccessible, the Emerald
Mile was actually easier to access fifty years ago for a full
day’s activity by anyone in reasonable shape. So many
times I and folks I guided – including a 64-year-old I would
later learn was being awarded a share of the Nobel Peace
Prize – would walk down one of the prairies (quite an
experience in itself ) and relax by a pool in the gorge, then
visit the wilderness grove, and then hike the lower reaches
of Bridge Creek. Toward day’s end, we’d say “hello” to the
tall trees and slowly work our way back up to Bald Hills
by way of the “Hermit Trail” – 10 miles of fairly strenuous
travel I partially relived just last summer (getting old).

www.yournec.org

The Emerald Mile at Field Hearings
The Emerald Mile received premier attention when the
House Subcommittee on Parks & Recreation held hearings
in Eureka, CA (1967) and visited the proposed parklands in
Redwood Creek the day before.
During the field trip’s extended stopover to the tall
trees, Edgar Wayburn of the Sierra Club and I had planned
a “hijack” in advance, with several committee members cooperating (one was Morris Udall, brother of Stewart Udall,
Interior Secretary under president Kennedy). As Committee
Chairman Wayne Aspinall angrily watched, a small helicopter
picked up the Congressmen – one at a time – and flew them
upstream into the Emerald Mile where I greeted them and
escorted them into the wilderness grove.
At the hearing, a majority of participants
demanded the Emerald Mile be included
in the park. Toward the end of the day, an
exasperated Aspinall threw his arms up and
exclaimed, “Where is this miracle mile?” Had
he been willing to go there the day before,
he would have known! No friend of either
parks or wilderness, he threatened all who
went with loss of travel funding.
The 90th Congress finally passed legislation to establish the original park, but
the Senate and House bills differed, most
importantly on how far upstream the narrow
“worm” corridor would go. The House version
originally included the Emerald Mile, but was
treacherously re-drafted by the scoundrel
Aspinall at the last minute to exclude it, so
upper boundaries were set not far beyond
the tall trees; the Senate version protected
the Emerald Mile. This difference had to
be resolved in a Conference Committee
before going for the president’s signature.
One House conference member was “Bizz”
Johnson, long time 2nd District Congressman
and not considered pro-park. It was summer
and it was hot (!) but the Sierra Club kept
my car full of gas and paid my expenses as
I drove 1,800 miles around his District, getting folks in various towns to contact him.
In those days, if he got a letter from three
people regarding the same subject, “stuff ” hit
the fan so to speak! Well he got hundreds if
not thousands of letters and calls, enough to
convince him to vote for the Senate version
of the bill, rebuffing Aspinall and including the Emerald Mile,
thus saving six more miles of the Redwood Creek channel.

Victory?
The Emerald Mile was now protected within the new
park – but only as a fraction of what should have been and
not as it was meant to be – a semi-sweet victory at best.
In reality, the Emerald Mile was always “shouting” for
attention on behalf of all of upper Redwood Creek and the
impressive array of features found there. When combined
with the more well-known and equally impressive character
of lower Redwood Creek, the results would have been a superb Redwood National Park. The world will forever regret
it didn’t listen soon enough.
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Soil Vapor Monitoring at NEC’s Ninth Street
Property Points to Next Steps in Cleanup
Jennifer Kalt, Humboldt Baykeeper
On Nov. 18 and 19, NEC’s consultants (SHN
Geologists & Engineers, Inc. of Eureka) conducted
the first sampling effort of a grant awarded by the
State Water Resources Control Board in 2018. The
$607,714 grant from the Site Cleanup Subaccount
Program will enable a thorough remediation of NEC’s
Ninth Street parcel.
The contamination stems from a dry cleaning
business located on the property until sometime in
the 1980s. Perchloroethylene (also known as “perc” or
PCE) is a persistent contaminant that is often difficult
and expensive to remediate, since its density causes
it to sink into groundwater. During the tenure of the
business, PCE leaked into the soil and groundwater
below. The owners of the dry cleaners are deceased,
leaving the NEC responsible for the cleanup.
SHN placed 34 soil-gas vapor samplers into borings
3’ below the surface for five days. Half were placed on
NEC’s parcel, which has been vacant since the building
burned down in 2001. Another 17 samplers were placed
around the perimeter to identify and measure off-site
movement. The samples were analyzed for various

The site of NEC’s former headquarters on Ninth Street has
remained vacant since 2001, when a fire destroyed the building.
Soil and groundwater contamination from a former dry cleaning
business was discovered while NEC made plans to rebuild.
Photo by J. Kalt, Nov. 18, 2020.
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Results from sampling in
November are the latest in
the NEC’s multi-year effort
to clean up contamination
at its former headquarters
near the Arcata Plaza.
standard Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and
Semi-VOCs, including PCE.
The results show that PCE concentrations are
highest in the central and western portion of the NEC
parcel. Results also show high PCE concentrations
over a larger area, with potential offsite migration
primarily to the west toward “I” Street and Jolly Giant
Creek, a Humboldt Bay tributary. The plume appears
to be parallel to the PCE plume from another former
dry cleaner one block away at 10th and H Streets. The
owners of that site are currently developing cleanup
plans.
SHN assessed the results of the soil-gas investigation
along with historical data to evaluate proposed locations
for soil-gas monitoring wells, soil sampling, and indoor/
outdoor ambient air samples.
These results will help determine the best locations
for installing groundwater monitoring wells. Laboratory
studies using soil samples from the site will identify
the best remediation agent. In addition, two rounds

Boring locations in Bret Harte Alley, which is crisscrossed with
underground pipelines and power lines.
Photo by J. Kalt, Nov. 18, 2020

www.yournec.org

of indoor and outdoor air samples will be analyzed.
Each step will be done in close consultation with the
Regional Water Quality Control Board, which will
make recommendations on cleanup options, such
as soil excavation, soil vapor extraction, or injection
with a remediation agent. It may take several years to
fully remediate the site before any plans can be made
to rebuild or sell the property.
Thanks to the State Water Resources Control
Board for awarding funding from the Site Cleanup
Subaccount Program, a grant program established by
the State legislature in 2014 to clean up contaminated
sites where those responsible for the contamination
cannot be held accountable.
More information, including the sampling results,
maps, and historical data, are posted on the Regional
Board’s GeoTracker website at https://geotracker.
waterboards.ca.gov.
For details on previous cleanup efforts at the site,
see State Grant Awarded to Clean Up NEC’s 9th Street
Parcel in the June/July 2018 issue.
Jennifer Kalt is the Director of Humboldt Baykeeper
and has been a member of NEC’s Ninth Street Committee
for many years.

SHN Staff Geologist Roger Klakken drills the first boring to
place soil-vapor monitors along I Street in Arcata.
Photo by J. Kalt, Nov. 18, 2020.
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Evening Program

March 10, Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. “Our Precious
Prairies.” Coastal Prairies are a diverse habitat that
sequesters carbon, prevents erosion, and increases
groundwater retention. They are under siege by conifer
encroachment, fire suppression, land use changes, and
agricultural development. Hugh McGee and Veronica
Yates of the Mattole
Restoration Council
will explore the values,
threats, and restoration
efforts to conserve these
stunning , valuable,
and diminishing
communities. Register
for this Zoom event on Pacific Reed Grass in a grazed
coastal prairie.
our website.

Field Trip

March 21, Sunday. Seawood Cape Preserve Field
Trip. Just north of Trinidad this new preserve of The
Wildland Conservancy is ready for some botanical
exploration in its coastal scrub, Redwood and Sitka

CALIFORNIA NATIVE
PLANT SOCIETY
Spruce forests, and on its coastal bluff. We will walk
2-3 miles on rough trails having a good review of
coastal plants. Small groups, face coverings, and social
distancing observed. Register with Carol at 707-8222015 or theralphs@humboldt1.com to learn details.

Restored...for Plover & Sand-verbena
by Carol Ralph

Bulldozers are destructive, but destruction is often the
first step in restoration. At Little River State Beach in
2005 bulldozers successfully buried in trenches masses of
European Beachgrass from an area of dunes where Snowy
Plover used to nest. Follow-up hand work kept the resulting
sandy plain clear--just what the Snowy Plover wanted, and
it turns out what the rare Pink Sand-verbena (A. umbellata
var. breviflora; Calif. Rare Plant Rank 1B.1) wanted. On
our January field trip we saw it and the common Yellow
Sand-verbena (A. latifolia), and amazingly, a flower of each.
Oblong, flat, dark green, upright leaves distinguished the
Pink from the round, cupped, succulent, bright green leaves
of Yellow. This rare plant is easily accessible for viewing in
the cleared dunes, even during beach closures for plovers
March 15-September 15. Good work, State Parks!

Grieving the Lives Lost to Cars
Colin Fiske, Executive Director
Most activists are deeply familiar with grief. Indeed,
for many, it is a profound experience of loss—whether
intimate or public, personal or global—that leads them
to activism in the first place. Taking action to address a
systemic problem can be a productive and healthy part
of a grieving process.
In transportation advocacy, we often feel a tension
between the need to acknowledge and grieve the lives
lost to traffic violence and the desire to avoid giving the
impression that we’re taking advantage of tragedies, or
turning people off with maudlin condolences. In fact,
this is a near-constant emotional dilemma. Even in
a relatively small community like Humboldt County,
someone dies on average every couple of weeks in a car
or truck collision. It’s such a regular occurrence that
most people barely take notice if they’re not personally
affected. When there’s a major crash, people sometimes
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A bouquet of flowers placed by CRTP on Broadway to honor
the life of Thomas Burns, who was riding his bicycle there in
October 2020 when he was hit and killed by a driver.

seem more concerned about the traffic delay than about
the loss of a life.
It wasn’t always this way. Early in the twentieth century,
when cars were relatively new, families conducted very
public displays of mourning for their loved ones who were
killed by automobiles and led huge demonstrations against
cars and drivers. A coordinated and well-funded public
www.yournec.org

Pink Sand-verbena (A. umbellata var. breviflora)
California Rare Plant Rank 1B.1

Native Plants for the Garden

Our native plants are available every day, 12 noon-6 p.m.,
at the Kneeland Glen Farm Stand at Freshwater Farms
Reserve, 5851 Myrtle Ave. If you don’t see what you want,
contact us at northcoastcnps@gmail.com.

Stay Updated:

www.northcoastcnps.org
facebook.com/NorthCoastCNPS

CNPS welcomes everyone. No expertise required.
relations campaign at the time eventually succeeded in
shifting blame away from drivers and normalizing the
everyday risk of injury and death associated with big,
fast vehicles operating in our communities.
At the Coalition for Responsible Transportation
Priorities (CRTP), we don’t know every person who is hit
and killed by drivers in our local communities. We don’t
even know all their names. It’s certainly not our place to
tell their friends and families how to grieve their loss.
But we believe it is important to publicly acknowledge
these lives lost, and to hold public space for grief and
mourning. These are deaths that occur in public spaces,
designed and maintained with public dollars, and treating
these deaths as routine or as only statistics, lets us all off
the hook too easily—our society, our culture, our public
agencies. We should never see violent death as routine,
no matter the victim’s social or economic conditions, the
circumstances in which they died, or whether or not we
knew them personally.
There is a lot we can do to reduce and even end
traffic deaths, if we have the will. Calling out those
needed changes and generating the social and political
will to implement them comprises much of CRTP’s work.
The grief of friends and neighbors lost is part of what
drives us to advocate for safer conditions for the most
vulnerable among us, particularly those walking, biking or
rolling without a car or truck. It’s time for us to publicly
acknowledge and respect that feeling of grief, even as we
fight to avoid the need for more grieving in the future.
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Community Coastal Column

Trash-a-thon 2021
April 19 - 25

my hometown of Santa Cruz, CA. I am now a Wildlife
Biology student at HSU, and I continue to find joy in
the mysteries and complexities of the natural world. In
particular, I am interested in the connection between
humans and nature, and how we can rekindle ties with
our non-human neighbors. I look forward to exploring
these topics and much more as the new voice of the
Community Coastal Column!

Chelsea Pulliam,
NEC Outreach Coordinator

Celebrate Earth Week With Us!
What is Trash-A-Thon?
Similar to a walk-a-thon, where you raise money
from sponsors for each mile walked, Trash-a-thon is
a way of raising donations for the number of pieces of
trash that are picked up within a 24-hour timeframe.
Anyone can volunteer to pick up trash, either as an
individual or in teams of 2-5 people. Leading up to the
day of the cleanup, volunteers are encouraged to collect
pledges (donations) from their network. A suggested
pledge could range anywhere from $0.05 – $5 per piece
of trash.

Why Trash-A-Thon?
Citizen science is a very important part of Coastal
Programs at the NEC. Our Coastal Program’s staff and
volunteers track marine and neighborhood debris to find
local waste patterns (what kind of trash is being found
and where) so we can advocate for waste reduction
solutions in our community.
Additionally, all funds raised from Trash-a-thon
support the NEC’s Coastal Programs (Adopt-A-Block,
Adopt-A-Beach, Zero Waste Coastal Cleanup Day,
Trash Trackers, Reduce Single-Use Pledge, and Butt In:
Cigarette Litter Prevention Program). The NEC works on
a shoestring budget and succeeds only with determination,
devotion and aid from great volunteers.
For 50 years, the NEC has served as a vital hub for
information and programs that involve, inform and
inspire residents with regard to environmental issues
that matter most on California’s North Coast. From
watershed awareness and climate action to beach cleanups
and celebratory all-species parades, the NEC has been
at the forefront for all of us.

- To the team Ivy Munnerlyn, Coastal Programs Coordinator
Hello! My name is Ivy Munnerlyn and I’m excited to
introduce myself as the new Coastal Programs Coordinator
for the NEC. I’ve been with the NEC since 2019 in the
role of Coastal Programs Intern, and have enjoyed
assisting former Coordinator, Casey Cruikshank, in the
management of our incredible suite of programs. Casey
will be sorely missed by the NEC community and it will
be a steep task filling her shoes (or, more accurately,
rainboots). But I welcome the challenge!
My love of the natural world, and in particular
the seashore, came late in the game. In 2016, I was a
dissatisfied college freshman looking for a new passion.
Daily hikes and moments spent outdoors sparked a
curiosity about the natural world that hasn’t yet abated.
My instinct told me that I needed to explore this direction,
so I enrolled as a Biology student at Cabrillo College in

Ivy holding a Pincushion Star (Culcita novaeguineae) in Ulithi
Atoll, Micronesia.

Del Norte 2020
Cleanup Report

How To Sign Up
Visit www.yournec.org/trashathon2021 to register
your cleanup team. Deadline to sign up is Friday, April
16. Once you have registered, it’s time to get pledges!
Contact your family, friends, co-workers, community,
etc. and ask if they’d like to make a donation.
If you are not comfortable using the signup website,
email nec@yournec.org and we will gladly help you
register or make a donation online.
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The Environmental Protection
Information Center

Trinity Public Utility District Proposes
Massive Clearcuts in Name of Wildfire Safety
Matt Simmons, EPIC
Kimberly Baker, Public Lands Advocate, EPIC
Sparsely populated Trinity County is defined by
its granite peaks, national forests and wild and scenic
rivers. These features make this an exceptional place
both for wildlife and for people who enjoy the county’s
natural landscapes and recreation opportunities.
Anyone who has ever hiked in the Shasta Trinity
National Forest or gone rafting down the Trinity River
knows that this area is special because it has avoided
the impacts of over-development. But that unique
status is threatened by a recently proposed project.
The Trinity Public Utility District (PUD) and the
Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) recently
announced that they are preparing an environmental
impact statement to analyze the impacts of logging
up to 3700 acres of forest, primarily in the ShastaTrinity National Forest. The Wildfire Risk Reduction,
Reliability, and Asset Protection (WRAP) project

Salamander. Photo Credit: Amber Jamieson, EPIC
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proposes to expand the rights of way (ROWs) for these
two powerline operators to a width of up to 130 feet
along 235 miles of steep forestlands, with subsequent
timber sale contracts to “[c]lear vegetation within the
ROWs using a combination of mechanical, manual,
and herbicidal control methods.” This new swath of
cleared land, essentially long linear clearcuts, would
not only be seen from space but also possibly from
some of the Shasta-Trinity National Forest’s most
heavily used areas like the Canyon Creek trail, the
Trinity Reservoir and along the Wild and Scenic
Trinity River and the Scenic Byway of Highway 299.
EPIC understands that powerline operators want to
reduce the risk of fire, but a 130 foot wide ROW would
do more harm than good. Logging and clearing such
a large area of land would cause disastrous impacts to
water quality, salmon, wildlife and the visual quality
these rugged watersheds provide.
One serious problem these expanded ROWs will
have is a reduction in habitat connectivity. Research
has consistently shown that habitat connectivity is one
of the most important tools for conserving wildlife
species. The proposed logging would create long,
wide exposed spaces that many forest species cannot
safely cross due to the risk of predation. In effect,
the clearings will trap these species on tiny islands
of suitable habitat. Once an animal is trapped on an
island and separated from the rest of the population,
the number of potential breeding partners diminishes
significantly. This restriction can cause inbreeding which
has negative impacts on wildlife populations. Without
gene exchange to promote healthy populations, other
conservation efforts will be insufficient to protect
these species.
Another serious impact these expanded ROWs will
have is increased sedimentation of the Trinity River. In
1992, EPA added the Trinity River to California’s 303(d)
impaired water list due to elevated sedimentation.
Excess sediment can be damaging to the ecological
health of rivers and reduce their environmental, social
and cultural values. The primary adverse impacts
associated with excessive sediment in the Trinity River
pertain to degradation of habitat for anadromous
salmonids. Excess sediment fills streambed pools which
are essential spawning, nursery and overwintering
habitat for anadromous salmonids. Sedimentation
can also affect the oxygen supply to salmonid eggs
which decreases their chance of survival. The excess
www.yournec.org

Scenic overlook. Photo Credit: Amber Jamieson, EPIC

sediment is caused primarily by landslides and surface
erosion from logging and logging roads. Since 1992,
the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board has been monitoring and attempting to restore
the water quality of the Trinity River. EPIC believes
that the proposed logging would seriously undermine
these efforts because tree removal, especially on
steep slopes, is known to cause landslides and greatly
diminish soil health.
No matter how wide the powerline ROW, there
will continue to be fires in California’s forests. This is
because fire is a natural part of the forest ecosystem
that is only becoming more severe because of climate
change and harmful forest management practices.
For instance, last year’s August Complex Fire was
started by a series of lightning strikes with no direct
human source of ignition. Given this reality, EPIC
believes that efforts should be focused on defending
people and homes from fire. The Trinity PUD’s recent
Wildfire Management Plan already outlines numerous
adequate safety measures. Instead of this destructive
and overbroad project, EPIC encourages the proponents
to spend their time and money on fire risk reduction
strategies, such as home hardening and defensible
space. EPIC also urges the project proponents to
consider less environmentally destructive means of
protecting their facilities.

- Stay Connected www.wildcalifornia.org
facebook.com/wildcalifornia
IG @epic_wildcalifornia
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California Refineries’ Plans to Convert to Soy
Raise Doubts About Biofuels
Gary Graham
Hughes,
Biofuelwatch

The role of
subsidies in laying
the terrain for the
proposed shift to
high deforestation
Th e r e c e n t
risk commodities
announcements
like soy is one
from Phillips 66
that 350 SF Bay
and Marathon to
organizer Jed
convert their San
Holtzman elevates
Francisco B ay
as central to the
Area refineries
problem. “If it
from processing
were not for the
crude petroleum
huge subsidie s
to processing high
available to Phillips
deforestation-risk
66 and Marathon
Phillips 66 San Francisco Bay Area Crude Petroleum Refinery. Source; Gary Graham Hughes, Biofuel Watch.
feedstock, such as
from the Low Carbon
soy, are getting an
Fuel Standard these
of crude oil to their refinery while they engage with
increased amount of scrutiny from California climate
projects
would
probably
not
be
happening,” shared
the supposed technical transition to manufacturing
activists.
Holtzman
at
a
recent
community
meeting.
biofuels.
This elevated questioning of the supposed benefits of
Th
e
California
Environmental
Quality
Act review
This stated interest by Phillips 66 to increase
bioenergy liquid fuels is an indicator of the sophistication
process
for
the
Phillips
66
refi
nery
conversion
has
deliveries of crude petroleum by oil tanker, as part
of the long environmental justice campaign to address
already
completed
scoping.
Th
e
scoping
of
the
Marathon
of a project whose announced purpose is a pivot to
the public health threats and climate damage from
refinery conversion proposal is to be completed this
animal waste and soy-based liquid fuels, is not the
fossil fuel processing facilities in the North Bay ‘refinery
spring.
only counterfactual indication embedded in the green
corridor.’
Contra Costa County is the lead agency for both
spin of converting refineries to biofuels.
When Phillips 66 and Marathon both made their
projects.
The individual draft Environmental Impact
Energy experts working with climate activists have
high profile public announcements last summer that
Reports
for
both projects are anticipated to be available
also looked hard at the proposed biofuels refining
late
in
2021
or in early 2022.
they would be repurposing their Bay Area refineries
process itself.
Stakeholders
have their guard up against any
to process vegetable oils, such as soy, to manufacture
Greg Karras, an energy system and refinery safety
alternative ‘drop-in’ biofuel diesel and jet fuel products,
attempts
to
fast
track
permitting and environmental
consultant with Community Energy Resource, noted that
there was a fair amount of skepticism expressed
review
of
refi
nery
repurposing,
something that Governor
the hydrocracking processing of soy-based feedstock
from stakeholders experienced in global and state
Gavin
Newsom
himself
has
indicated
that he is willing
would require immense amounts of hydrogen from
energy and climate policy — as well as from activists
to
consider.
fossil gas.
versed in protecting the San Francisco Bay itself from
It is a broadly shared position among the
Karras concluded that utilizing hydrogen from
industrial threats.
stakeholders
tracking these refinery matters that such
natural gas would mean the greenhouse gas emissions
This skepticism is justified, and it extends beyond
a
shortcutting
of environmental review and public
from processing soy for making diesel and jet fuel could
the well-documented direct and indirect land use
participation
would
be a tragedy.
be as high — if not higher — than processing crude oil.
changes associated with the expansion of monoculture
Th
e
enormity
of
what is at stake will certainly
Local activists living in the refinery corridor
agriculture in endangered ecosystems around the world.
extend
far
beyond
the
frontline communities living
feel that they have seen enough over the years from
On top of exacerbating dynamics driving global
with
the
industrial
pollution
from the refineries, as is
companies like Phillips 66 to not take their new glittery
deforestation, there are many concerns about what these
the
case
whether
liquid
fuel
manufacture
is based on
green spin at face value.
proposed biofuels projects really mean for California
petroleum
or
on
high
deforestation-risk
commodities
Nancy Rieser, a local organizer with the group
and the communities living near these facilities.
like soy.
Crockett Rodeo United to Defend the Environment
For instance, the announced pivot to biofuels
There is no question that these proposed
(CRUDE), was up front with her analysis. “We need
encouraged San Francisco Baykeeper to examine the
refi
nery
conversions merit exhaustive and thorough
to be mindful of 'greenwashing' during these times
Phillips 66 biofuels proposal in the context of the oil
environmental
review as well as the attention of the
when refineries look for ways to prolong their life
residents
of
Northern
California, who are intended to
giant’s recent pursuit of permits to more than double
cycles while the world moves toward solar energy
the number of oil tankers delivering crude to the
be
the
primary
consumers
of these products.
and electrified transportation.”
refinery over their San Pablo Bay marine terminal.
Gary
Hughes
works
as
the
California Policy Monitor
“This project, in particular, bears closer scrutiny,”
Looking closely at the scant publicly available
with
the
international
organization
Biofuelwatch.
she insisted, “the first press release about this project
documentation on the Phillips 66 biofuels project,
Visit
their
website
at
biofuelwatch.org.uk
to sign up
stated that used cooking oil would be the primary
Baykeeper discovered that the company is indeed still
for
updates
and
learn
more
about
the
false
promises
feedstock and was silent about the need to turn millions
pursuing the exponential increase in marine deliveries
of
bioenergy.
of acres into soybean production."
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By Pia Gabriel

A flash of white and blue acuity tears a small
maelstrom into the perfect golden sheet that the early
morning haze conjures on the water’s surface. At a
distance, my senses catch the light dancing off the
water drops, the strong, glistening beak, the rippling
silver of a small fish speared at the end of it, and the
edges of quivering primaries as they reach up like blue
bejeweled fingers to gain back the sky. A successful
morning hunt for this kingfisher.
I need to sneak much closer to find out whether
this success belongs to a female or a male bird – the
rust-colored pigment adorning the female chest does
not catch the angled light the same way that the
intricate geometry inside the white and blue feathers
does, playing with the rays and throwing them back at
my appreciating senses from across the water.

That geometry is nature’s way of creating structural
color – in layers of brilliance and iridescent intricacy
that outshine purely pigment-based plumage colors.
As she enjoys her breakfast high above me in a
dew-bespangled alder, I finally catch a glimpse of
this female kingfisher. Now clearly visible to me
in her full glory – the fullness of glory my eyes can
appreciate, that is: her rust-colored belt making her
more boisterously colorful to me than her mate would
be. Many theories have been advanced as to why the
belted kingfisher bucks the rule that seems so familiar
to us human observers: the female, instead of the male,
appears to be investing in more elaborate plumage.

RRAS FIELD TRIPS RESTART
THIS MONTH! See p. 3 for details.

RRAS Virtual Program Presentation

Please join us on Friday, March 12th at 7 pm for
“How to ID Those Raptorial Masters of the Sky
– Eagles, Hawks and Falcons in Flight”
With practice, and experience, one can quickly separate
different groups of raptors based on flight style, gestalt
and plumage characteristics. Tune in to this Zoom
presentation to learn some tips and tricks about raptor
identification on the wing, raptors at a distance and some
local raptor viewing spots to practice your skills.
Russ Namitz was born and raised in Lincoln City,
Oregon. At age 9, he was captivated by the furtive
Pacific Northwest denizen of dank woods, the Varied
Thrush. With a few stepping stones along the way, Russ
really began actively birding the summer after graduating
from Pacific University in Forest Grove, OR. His first, of
many seasonal biology field jobs to follow, was searching
for nesting Northern Goshawks in the Okanogan National
Forest in Washington. In 2002, Russ finally took an
ornithology class, coincidentally from Humboldt State
University. He enjoyed a year of birding in the area,
meeting local celebrities, and rubbing elbows with the
talented birders and other great people in the area. Russ is a
pelagic bird guide for Oregon Pelagic Tours and currently
holds the Oregon Big Year record of 381 species.

The energetic cost of strutting such a costume
may serve as an honest signal to both competitors
and potential mates of the individual’s ability to
invest in luxury, and thus, presumably, in its mate
and offspring.
But look again – it turns out that we need
to gaze through the kingfisher’s eyes to realize
who is dazzling whom, after all. Birds live in an
entire dimension of vision that our human eyes
are blind to: they see ultraviolet light. The twotone male kingfisher is not dull at all in the bird’s
eye view – its chest brighter and its blue feathers
“UV-bluer” than the female’s. Similarly, the male
Steller’s Jay, told apart from the female only by birders
practiced in their unique vocalizations, is much brighter
and more UV-blue to his conspecific observers than his
mate. We humans call these sex-specific coloration
traits “cryptic dimorphisms,” but they are not cryptic to
the avian beholders at all. It’s intriguing, and humbling,
and a trip of discovery for both imagination and science
when we manage, just for a short while, to shift our
perspectives into those of the non-human creatures that
live all around us but in different worlds nonetheless.
Above and left photos: Female belted Kingfishers
in Southern Humboldt by Ann Constantino.

Above: Russ Namitz with a White-tailed Kite on the
V Street Loop, Arcata, CA, by Chris Niemela.
Humboldt Bay National Wildlife Refuge invites you to
get up early and view the wetland habitats and wildlife
of southern Humboldt Bay at sunrise. Watch hundreds of
Aleutian Cackling Geese lift off their nighttime roosts! Every
Saturday and Sunday in the month of March, the entrance
gate will open ½ hour before sunrise at the Salmon Creek
Unit: Richard J. Guadagno Headquarters and Visitor Center,
1020 Ranch Road in Loleta. For more information or special
accommodation please call (707) 733-5406.
Or visit: fws.gov/refuge/humboldt_bay/.
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18th Student Bird Art Contest Goes Digital

Due to the pandemic, there will be no in-person
Godwit Days festival in 2021. However, the festival Board
asked contest cosponsors RRAS and Friends of the
Arcata Marsh to continue this important environmental
education event. The two groups will fund up to $550 in
prizes. However, entries must be submitted digitally, rather
than as hard copies. There will be no display of all entries
at the Arcata Community Center, nor an awards ceremony.
Winning artwork may be shown at the Arcata Marsh
Interpretive Center, depending on its reopening date.

Audubon Nature Writing Contest

Redwood Region Audubon Society is sponsoring its
16th annual student nature writing contest. Up to six cash
prizes will be awarded for the best essay(s) or poem(s) on
“What Nature Means to Me” by Humboldt or Del Norte
County students in grades 4 through 12.
First-place winners will be published in our newsletter,
The Sandpiper. All winners will be published in a booklet
posted on the RRAS website, www.rras.org, by mid-May.
Because the Godwit Days Spring Migration Birding Festival
will be virtual this year, there will be no in-person awards
ceremony in mid-April.

Please refer to the flyer with complete submission instructions that
is posted at www.rras.org and has also been e-mailed to schools.

Deadline for both contests must be received
by Friday, March 26, 2021.

President’s Column
By Gail Kenny
It was early morning and getting light outside when
I heard the hard thump on the window. I hurried
outside to see if the bird was able to fly away on
its own. Twice in the last year the sparrows died. A
third bird survived and flew off after I put it in a box
for 30 minutes. Unfortunately, I learned later that I should have taken
the bird to the Humboldt Wildlife Care Center (www.birdallyx.net),
as birds who can’t fly immediately after hitting a window are more
likely to have injuries that can kill them later without proper care.
See: www.naturesvein.com/news/window-strikes?
In my experience, bird window strikes seem to happen more
often on fall and winter mornings when the sun is low in the sky.
Birds perceive reflections in windows as real and try to fly through
them. Collision with building glass is a top reason for human-caused
bird deaths, second to being killed by domestic cats. For many years
I have had those ultraviolet stickers on both of my large living room
windows. They cost $24 for a package of 4, so I had only 4, four-inch
stickers on each window. I didn’t know I would need many more of
these stickers spaced four inches apart to prevent bird strikes.

The Aphrodisiac of Avocets
By Mark A Colwell, Wildlife Department,
Humboldt State University

The American Avocet may be one of my favorite shorebirds. In
part, this stems from my introduction to their breeding behavior
amidst the prairie wetlands of Saskatchewan. I’d prepared to
study them by reading papers, including a detailed
ethogram (inventory). As I read the account
of the stereotyped courtship, I must have
looked an odd sight with my mouth
agape. In shallow water, the female
initiates courtship in a stationary,
forward-leaning posture with
body, head and bill held parallel
to the water’s surface. The
male approaches and begins
preening his breast feathers,
often splashing water as the
display becomes exaggerated.
Eventually, he bends his legs
to enable his tail to wrap around
hers and juxtaposes their cloacae for
sperm transfer. If you blink, you likely
will miss the “cloacal kiss” that ensues.
Almost instantly, he dismounts, they cross bills,
he throws an embracing nearside wing over her, and they
run a short distance through the water before parting ways. The
description does not do justice to the beauty, elegance and grace
of the display! Sometimes lucky observers report seeing these
behaviors during spring, when avocets in breeding plumage
near departure for Great Basin breeding locales.
Elaborate and stereotyped behaviors suggest a mechanism
that precludes avocets from courting, and hybridizing with
other species, notably their close relative, Black-necked Stilt.
However, over the years, photos and scientific papers of
hybrids (known as “avostilt” or “stavocet”) have been reported.
Interestingly, the stilt courtship is remarkably similar to that of
the avocet, which may account for these “mistakes.”
Avocet population size is ~450,000, patchily distributed
at estuaries (e.g., San Francisco Bay), hypersaline lakes of the
Great Basin (e.g., Great Salt Lake), and ephemeral interior
wetlands. Avocets winter mostly along coasts. Humboldt Bay is
the most northern estuary with a large wintering population. Why
don’t avocets occur north of our region? One guess relates to the
specialized feeding behavior of avocets; scything the bill through
fine sediments, which characterizes much of the bay’s intertidal
reaches. Not many estuaries north of us that have these habitats.

EDITOR’S NOTE:

Opinions expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those
of the National Audubon Society, its state programs, or its local
chapters. As Editor, my goal is to print a variety of viewpoints,
explore new avenues, and initiate healthy discussion.

Determined to do something that really worked, I found the
easiest and cheapest solution was to make “Acopian Bird Savers”
out of paracord I could get at the local hardware store for about $15
per window. I cut a length of paracord a bit more than the width
of my window, then tied paracords the length of my window four
inches apart and hung it outside my window. If you have a lot of
hummingbirds around it’s recommended that the cords be two inches
apart. It only took a little bit of time to get used to seeing the vertical
lines when I look out my windows, and it’s worth it to save the birds.

The American Bird Conservancy has more resources for making glass safer
for birds: www.abcbirds.org/glass-collisions/stop-birds-hitting-windows/.

Above: Window Bird-savers, by Gail Kenny.

Over the years, local avocet abundance has varied
greatly. In 2001, I co-authored a paper with Tamar Danufsky
(HSU Wildlife Museum), Ryan Mathis (former grad student;
CDFW in Sacramento), and Dr. Stanley “Doc” Harris, which
summarized the history of the bay’s avocets. Field notes and
HSU museum data indicated first records in the 1930s. When
Stan arrived in 1959, small numbers (tens not hundreds)
occurred in NE Arcata Bay. Numbers increased over
the decades, especially after the City of Arcata
developed oxidation ponds to treat sewage.
Stan thought that this “freshwater” source
may have encouraged the increase. By
the early 1990s, bay-wide surveys
indicated ~1,000 avocets. More
recently, numbers have declined
by ~ 50%. What accounts for
this variation over the years? We
don’t know exactly. However, it is
difficult to conclude with certainty
the causes of population change
without knowledge of the breeding
success of “our” avocets elsewhere.
Specifically, while the increases may
arise from improved habitat associated
with NE Arcata Bay (i.e., oxidation ponds),
we cannot rule out the contributions of drought to
subsequent reduction in local avocet numbers. •
Above photo: American Avocets mating, by Leslie
Scopes Anderson.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

I would like to thank the many RRAS
volunteers who over the years have made
Humboldt County conservation so vital. Also,
I would like to comment on two articles in the
last “Sandpiper”:
Regarding cleaning bird feeders in Gail
Kenny’s President’s Column: While the cleaning regimen that
Ms. Kenny’s promotes is a great sentiment (idea), does RRAS
really believe that most people will follow it? And even if a feeder
is as clean as it should be, birds feeding at long plastic tubes on
the feeder jostle for position on the feeder, allowing sick birds
to share their diseases and parasites. The birds at the top of a
feeder can defecate on the ones below them and on their feed.
Regarding Ms. Hobart’s “Irruption” article: Again, her
sentiments for caring for the pine siskins are appreciated,
but her methods are questionable. To me the classic picture of
pine siskins in the Arcata Bottoms is one of flocks feeding on
mature seed heads of bull thistle (Cirsium vulgare), in the late
fall. We do not have bird feeders at our house, yet we get small
to large flocks of both goldfinches and pine siskins during the
winter. They usually land in unmowed, grassy areas around
our house and in the fencerows where the seed heads of various
plants are still standing. These flocks are relatively spread out
as each individual seeks out seeds, and possible insects, from
the stalks, so there is less close contact between individuals,
and thereby less chance of spreading disease and parasites and
also of being more exposed to predation.
Thanks for your time and thoughts.
– Pete Haggard

Redwood Region Audubon Society Is Restarting Its Field Trips, And Volunteer Workday, This Month!
Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary:
8:30-11 am (Info: Ken (707) 499-1146.)
Saturday, March 6 with leader:
Janelle Chojnacki.
Saturday, March 27 with leader:
Gary Friedrichsen.
Bring your binoculars!
Humboldt Bay National Wildlife Refuge
(HBNWR) Field Trip:
Sunday, March 14, at 9 am with
Ralph Bucher. (Info: Ralph (707) 499-1247.)

HBNWR is a wonderful, 2-3 hour trip
for people wanting to learn the birds of
the Humboldt Bay area. It takes a leisurely
pace with an emphasis on enjoying the
scenery and the birds.
Eureka Waterfront Field Trip:
Sunday, March 21, at 9 am with leader:
Ralph Bucher. (Info: Ralph (707) 499-1247.)
Scope for birds at the fishing pier, then
continue along the Waterfront Trail
towards Elk River.

Banding and Consent – A Wildlife
Rehabilitator’s Perspective
By Monte Merrick, Co-Director,
Humboldt Wildlife Care Center (HWCC)
When we treat injured wildlife, it’s only natural to want to
know what happens to our patients after they are released.
In many ways we can’t know how effectively we are doing
our work without knowing how well our patients do, posttreatment. When your patient is wild, you can’t release
them until you’re reasonably sure of their survival. And we
can’t schedule check-ups.
As wildlife rehabilitators, obviously our most pressing
allegiance is to each patient. Our right to hold them captive
– if we have it at all – is built on our promise of relief from
suffering, either through recovery or mercy. What drives
our allegiance of course is a greater allegiance still, and that
is to the rights of Mother Earth. In this work, we do not try
to re-write the laws of nature to suit our passing views on
how the world ought to be. We side with the wild. We see to
their needs. No matter what our creed might be, in the end,
as caregivers, we cannot take a religious view that humanity
is at the top of creation, the science is clear: we are beings
among beings in a world no beings made, and over which
none can truly claim title or crown.
So, we proceed, but cautiously and always aware that at
no point in the act of tending to an injured or orphaned wild
animal have they given their consent. Under this condition
everything we do with each orphaned robin or beached petrel
has to be in each one’s best interest, or else our possession of
them loses legitimacy. Laboratories, academies, and other
institutions with animals held for education or research
purposes routinely establish a review of their practices
through what is known as an Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee (IACUC). These committees are intended
to ensure that animal welfare concerns are being met. But is
such a committee for their work, and ours as care providers
to wild patients, sufficient? With the absence of consent,
our patients have rights more akin to a hospital patient as
any of us would understand and which are available with a
quick Google search under a patient’s bill of rights.
I say all of this as background to why we proceed very
slowly on post-release study of our patients. At HWCC, and
in our work at the Lower Klamath Refuge botulism response,
our patients are often given a federal band (see www.usgs.
gov/). Under various permits held by others, I’ve personally
put hundreds, if not thousands, of bands on birds over the
last 19 years, after I got my first job at International Bird
Rescue Research Center (IBR) in Los Angeles. Previously
I’d only worked at the Progressive Animal Welfare Society
in Seattle, Washington which aligns its policies to err on the
side of patient autonomy and nothing but the care that will
lead to freedom is imposed on the patient – which would
preclude a federal band.
Going from that environment and world view to putting
bands on birds wasn’t the easiest transition, but I made
it, and largely because I couldn’t stop the practice from
happening. There exists a Bander’s Code of Ethics, and I
decided to always be certain that nothing go wrong during

Wigi Wetlands Volunteer Workday, in
Eureka:
Saturday, March 27, 9-11 am
Help create bird-friendly native habitat
and restore a section of the bay trail.
Tasks range from muscling large plants
out of the ground to cutting flowers off of
blooming invasives. There is plenty to do!
We will provide hand sanitizer, wipes,
and packaged snacks. Please bring your
own water, gloves, and face mask.

the banding process, that band or ring fit well and nothing
sharp or uncomfortable was left behind. During that time
when I mentioned something about the invasiveness of the
permanent band, I’d commonly hear horror stories about
various post-release studies gone awry. One such story was
about Brown Pelicans from the Huntingdon Beach oil spill
in 1990, where backpacks of radio telemetry gear, strapped
to the wings of the Brown Pelicans become tangled, and
ended up killing those pelicans who’d been rehabilitated.
Those Pelicans lost their freedom the moment they hit that
oil, and the ones who got those backpacks and died from
them never regained it. No suffering was eased. So, it was
a rehabilitation failure. Failures happen, we make mistakes
and hopefully we learn from our mistakes.

Above: Banded Snowy Plover courtesy of Audubon.
I continued to band birds, in oil spills and in day-today aquatic bird rehabilitation as long as I worked for IBR
and even here in Humboldt, when for example, releasing
the Brown Pelicans caught in fish waste up and down the
coast. While working in the Bay Area though, I was on
the response team for the oil spill in San Francisco Bay
when the Cosco Busan hit the Bay Bridge in heavy fog,
in November 2007. Nearly 1500 living victims of the oil
were brought into care; Surf Scoters, Greater and Lesser
Scaup, Western Grebes, American Coots, Common Loons,
Bufflehead, Hooded Mergansers, and Common Goldeneye.
With an incredible team of volunteers, we washed 800 birds
in eleven days. In caring for large numbers of these birds,
the field of aquatic bird rehabilitation has gained most of its
body of knowledge.
As the Cosco Busan spill drew to a close, I was asked
to stay and help provide husbandry care for a group of surf
scoters who’d been chosen for a post-release study. As it
turns out 20 scoters who’d been oiled in the spill were now
going to have transmitters about the size of a matchbox,
surgically implanted in their abdominal cavities, and
antenna also would emerge through an incision in their
back. Moreover, another 20 scoters in the wild would be
captured and brought to the facility and treated as if they
had been oil spill victims, also receiving a radio in the
gut. Yet another group of 20, the control group, would be
captured, have the telemetry device surgery, held a couple
of hours, and then returned to the bay.
Out of the 40 non-injured birds in the study, about
13 died before the study was over. Would they have died

Reservations are required for all events
and space is limited due to Covid.
COVID-19 protocol will be followed on
all trips. Trips are rain or shine!

For more details, and to register,
please go to our website at: rras.org/
home.aspx.

anyway? It’s hard to say. The Winter after the spill had been
tough on aquatic birds in San Francisco Bay. The worst of
it is that we had intentionally injured the oiled birds while
they were in our care. Mortality in the 20 oiled birds postrelease was higher than the other two groups – 15 of the
20 made it to release post-radio implant surgery, but of
those only five survived until the waning days of surveyflights in early spring. But the numbers don’t matter. The
lessons learned from the study are nearly insignificant, due
to many variables that are difficult to account for. Even if
they weren’t, the numbers are still obtained through means
that can’t be justified as a care-giver.
Those oiled scoters had already survived being caught
in an oil spill – the fact that they were among the last
patients in care shows that they had been most impacted;
not released until over a month after the spill. Who knows
how they would have fared post-release had they not been
subjected to two intense injuries, oiling and surgery? When
we put those birds into surgery instead of releasing them,
we ceased to be care providers and we broke the contract,
shabby though it may be, that allowed us to hold them
against their will in the first place.
About 12 years ago, soon after Cosco, I heard an
anecdote from a local biologist about Snowy Plovers who’d
been losing legs to band injuries in a study on the West Coast.
The plovers had been banded with a federal band as well as
multiple color-coded plastic leg bands so that individuals
could be identified in the field. It turned out that sand could
be impacted under the band against the plover’s leg, shutting
off blood flow to their feet. It didn’t take long for the foot to
die, and then of course, the bird. As a wildlife rehabilitator,
what that story means to me is that banding has its limits. We
have, and we will again, partner with agencies to rescue and
release birds, and that will include federally banding them.
Personally, I am ambivalent about the practice, because of
the potential harm it can do. I’d be lying if I didn’t say that
due to banding, it’s gratifying to discover a young duck
really did get a second chance. However, it’s also painful to
learn that the bird you raised as an orphan in Los Angeles
survived only to be hunted and killed in the wilds of Alberta.

In a California and Nevada US Geological Survey, Sage Grouse
outfitted with GPS tracking units had about a 40% reduction
in survival compared to those wearing VHF tags. Though the
GPS units are more precise, researchers are now looking at
their potentially negative effects on birds. Courtesy of Idaho
Department of Fish and Game, and High Country News: www.
hcn.org/issues/51.17/birds-for-sage-grouse-science-can-be-fatal.

A Pocket Full of Wild
By Jessie Bunkley, Seawood Cape Preserve Steward
The land forms a checkered pattern from above. Abstract ideas and boundaries turned
real by the presence or absence of trees, snaking strips of asphalt-coated roads, and the
footprints of houses. Stark visual signs of the human species’ alteration of a landscape.
For those flying at night, these signs are written in artificial illumination, at times
creating confusion for those of us who navigate using celestial markers. If you are an
Aleutian Cackling Goose or Ruddy Turnstone, Pine Siskin or Purple Finch, you might be
beckoned by a pocket
full of wild mixed into
this patchwork. Tucked
next to the rugged
joining of land and
sea is a strip of land,
bisected and bordered
by roads; Seawood
Cape
Preserve.
Although altered by
human activity, this
place still offers refuge.
The tall, regal
forms of trees, known
by humans as tewolew
nee tepoo (Yurok),
abeto
de
Sitka
(Spanish), Sitka spruce
(English),
Picea
sitchensis (Latin); plus
keehl (Yurok), secoya
de la costa (Spanish), Coast Redwood (English), Sequoia sempervirens (Latin); and
terperrner’ (Yurok), abeto de Douglas (Spanish), Douglas-fir (English), Pseudotsuga
menziesii (Latin); reach tall into the sky with open arms. Their seed-laden cones and
petticoats full of huckleberry and twinberry greet you. Green stands of ‘wer’errgerch
(Yurok), aliso rojo (Spanish), Red Alder (English), Alnus rubra (Latin); offer a feast
for the travel weary. A quilt of mushrooms blankets the forest floor, giving life to slugs,
flying squirrels, and mice, which themselves provide sustenance to those of us with
feathers or fur.
If the sea is your home, you might be drawn to the mounts resting gracefully
offshore or the boulders that irrupt through the ever-battering waves. At this place of
persistent friction and tremendous energy, there is a flourishing of life – a banquet.
Rainbows of algae bob and sway, supple enough to conform to the ceaseless change
in direction with strength enough to hold fast in a continually moving world. They
are good teachers, if we can listen. Worms, chitons, snails, nudibranchs, crabs, sea
anemones, urchins, octopus, sculpin, all find their niches and assume their roles. The
ancient interplay of predator and prey, chemical conversion of sun energy to sugars,
decomposition of the dead – grazing, grinding, boring, diving – nutrients are constantly
swirled, transformed, exchanged, stolen, shared, and assembled.
If you are a cormorant, oystercatcher, or pelican, this ecological pulse already
lives in your heartbeat and, from your aerial view, the theme of the story unfolding
below is clear, as is your role in it. For those of us restricted to terrestrial motion
and a mammalian brain, this world is initially as foreign and intriguing as the most
enthralling dramas of an alien civilization. How does one think like a chiton?
Although bruised by the assault of human noise, the roots and tendrils of invasive
plants, and the relentless bombardment of trash, there is wildness left in this place.
This pocket of residual wilderness, although rare, is not lonely. From your aerial view,

you can see other nearby strips of protected forest, rock, coast, and stream – Patrick’s
Point, Baker Beach, and Redwood National and State Parks, are some of the bastions
of life that join Seawood Cape Preserve. These strongholds of intact and functioning
ecosystems are islands in the surging sea of human development, beacons to those
of us searching for a safe migratory stopover or a place to call home; where those
complex relationships built over millennia can continue to thrive.
Seawood Cape Preserve is a 128-acre parcel of land north of Seawood Drive in
Trinidad, CA that is owned and managed by The Wildlands Conservancy. It is divided
by Patrick’s Point
Drive and bordered
by Highway 101. To
the west, the land is
dominated by coyote
brush and sweeps in
a rugged arc to the
sea, with Scotty Point
jutting into the grip
of the Pacific. To the
east, the land slopes
gently upward into
forests of Sitka spruce,
grand and Douglasfir, and coast redwood.
Currently, the western
portion of the Preserve
is open to the public
for passive recreation.
A trail meanders, at
times precariously, to
an overlook near Scotty Point. It is narrow, slippery, and steep, requiring those who
tread there to be gentle and cautious. Currently, the east side of the Preserve is not
open to the public but will be made accessible through organized field trips and tours
in collaboration with local organizations like the Redwood Region Audubon Society
and Trinidad Coastal Land Trust.
The Wildlands Conservancy has established the largest non-profit nature preserve
system in California. A diversity of habitats including desert, alpine, coastal, and
riparian are represented across the state with 21 preserves protecting 156,000 acres.
Through free access opportunities for passive recreation, free educational programming,
and dedicated stewardship, we foster respect and wonder for life and land.
Tim Haywood and Jessie Bunkley are the stewards of Seawood Cape Preserve.
Tim has been living on the Preserve for the last year and a half, helping with invasive
species removal, illegal dumping cleanup, maintenance and security of the property.
He has a great passion for environmental stewardship, hiking, photography, kayaking
and standup paddleboarding. Jessie is a wildlife biologist with a deep respect for, and
curiosity about the natural world. Originally from New Mexico, she is exploring this
wet and green place with wide eyes and open ears. •
Above Photo: Scotty Point at Seawood Cape Preserve, by Tim Haywood.

In Memory of...

Submitted by Chet Ogan

Ruth Crane, of Ferndale, passed away Feb 3, 2021 in Portland, Oregon. She and her husband,
Dr. Clarence Crane began the Centerville Christmas Bird Count many years ago. Ruth celebrated
her 100th birthday last October. She met her husband in Boston, where CBCs were already being
conducted as an alternative to people killing birds on Christmas day. She has asked, in lieu of
flowers that donations be made to The Audubon Society or Nature Conservancy.

Left: Photo by
Dan Barton of
a rare Black
S k i m m e r ,
spotted by Talitha
Hodgson, at the
foot of Depot
Road,
Fields
Landing.

The Wings & Wetlands Birding Festival
is happening virtually, March 24-26
Explore birds, wetlands, and conservation messages through
presentations by renowned experts, interactive socials, and
on-demand web resources. Featuring several expert speakers
including Kenn Kaufman, Sharon Stiteler (The Bird Chick)
and several more well known birders, who will walk you
through topics of bird watching, identification techniques, Kansas wetlands, and
conservation. It cost $20.00 to register at www.wingsandwetlands.com/.
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The most significant waste reduction mandate to be
adopted in California in the last 30 years, SB1383, was
signed into law in 2016 by California Governor Jerry
Brown as part of an ongoing legislative effort to reduce
emissions of short-lived climate pollutants (SLCP).
SB 1383 requires the state to reduce organic waste
(food waste, green waste, wood waste, and fibers such
as paper and cardboard) disposal by 75% by 2025. This
means the state must reduce organic waste disposal by
more than 20 million tons annually by 2025. The law
also requires the state to increase edible food recovery
by 20 percent by 2025. This has significant policy and
legal implications for the state and local governments.
After the announcement about the passage of SB 1383
four years ago, CalRecycle, the state agency responsible
for informing local governments about how to comply,
began an active program of workshops, webinars, and
education. They have emphasized a sense of urgency
for local government planning. The Humboldt County
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Division of Environmental Health also communicated
this urgency to the Board of Supervisors at their January
28, 2020 meeting more than a year ago.
SLCP’s include black carbon, fluorinated gases, and
methane -- potent, harmful particles that pose significant
negative impacts to air quality and public health, and
exacerbate climate change. SB 1383 includes several
new regulations that aim to reduce both the production
and emissions of methane, hydrofluorocarbon gases and
anthropogenic black carbon by upwards of 50% below
2013 levels by 2030. The major goal of SB 1383 is the
reduction of landfill methane emissions caused by food
waste and other organics. Some studies estimate that
organic matter decomposing in landfills account for up
to 16% of total methane emissions.

FOOD
INSECURE
approximately
30% of the total amount of waste disposed.

It costs
more than $700,000 annually to transport 15,000
1 IN 8 CALIFORNIANS
tons of
Humboldt
1 IN 5 CHILDREN County’s food waste to the Dry Creek
Landfill in Eagle Point, Oregon, north of Medford. The
County of Humboldt, its cities, and Humboldt Waste
Management Authority have been slow to respond to
SB1383 and related food waste and organics reduction laws.
CALIFORNIA THROWS AWAY
It will
advance planning and cooperation
MORE THAN
6 Mrequire
ILLION TONS
among
local business and Humboldt
OF FOOD
WASTE Ejurisdictions,
VERY YEAR!
County’s residents. Six local environmental and climate
change organizations have urged Humboldt Waste
Management Authority to address implementation of
SB 1383 and related legislation as a top priority at their
February 11, 2021 meeting.
SB 1383 regulations also require local cities and
counties to conduct education and outreach on organics
recycling to all residents, businesses (including those
that generate edible food that can be donated), haulers,
solid waste facilities, and local food banks and other
food recovery organizations. This new law requires up
to 20% of edible food be recovered and diverted from
food and organic waste sources by 2025.
The implementation deadline for SB1383 is January
1, 2022. To learn more about how you can get involved
contact zerowastehumboldt@gmail.com.

Save Money & The Planet: Get Zero Waste Certified
Caroline Griffith, EcoNews Journalist
The COVID 19 pandemic has disrupted many
aspects of our lives, but those of us who are concerned
with the growing environmental damage caused by
plastic waste have learned to adapt to the requirements
of COVID19 safety and not abandon our Zero Waste
ideals. According to Bloomberg Business, the global
plastic packaging market size is projected to grow
from $909.2 billion in 2019 to $1012.6 billion by
2021, mainly due to pandemic response. Part of the
problem is that, when the pandemic hit, industry
groups like the Plastics Industry Association and
California Restaurant Association recommended
that switching to single-use plastics was safer for
food-service businesses, an assertion that has been
scientifically refuted since then. For local businesses,
from food service to construction to education, who
are concerned about reducing the waste they generate
and preparing to comply with new California laws,
Zero Waste Humboldt (ZWH) kicked off 2021 with
two hour and a half webinars about how to implement
Zero Waste methods.
The next step will be a webinar just for businesses
ready to begin the Zero Waste certification process this
Spring. A few of the Zero Waste certification programs
available are very stringent, cost thousands of dollars,
and are designed for large companies, while others
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just involve paying a fee. ZWH has been developing
a certification program tailored to small businesses
in the Redwood Coast’s rural region. According to
Larry Kass, a webinar presenter and ZW consultant
for businesses for 17 years, the key is to “direct that
waste so that it isn’t waste, but a resource for someone
else within the circular economy.” Though recycling
has been over-emphasized, proactive waste prevention
and materials reuse are the top priorities in the Zero
Waste hierarchy. In food service, waste prevention
can mean storing and preparing food more efficiently,
and getting edible food to community food security
programs. In the construction industry, it can mean
salvaging materials for reuse or donating items that
can be repurposed, such as drywall that (with the
necessary equipment) can be pulverized to be used
as a soil additive. Either way, such moves not only
help the environment, but can reduce disposal costs.
The first step for any business (or individual)
working towards Zero Waste is to begin measuring
the waste you generate. There are a variety of online
calculators for volume-to-weight conversions to
consistently measure and record all discarded materials.
Monitoring the materials disposed, reused, recycled,
composted and even prevented over a period of time
can help businesses to determine their baseline and
track the impact of their practices. This monitoring is
one of the hallmarks of the Zero Waste method and
www.yournec.org

provides the information to help cut waste upstream
in purchasing supplies and packaging.
Local business, Los Bagels started implementing
Zero Waste practices in 2016, and has since become
a model. According to Eddie Blakeslee, Co-owner and
Operations Manager, it would have been overwhelming
if they set out working on all waste. So they started by
incrementally integrating the steps to reduce waste
for each material type. First they switched to reusable
dishes for in-house orders and fully compostable to-go
containers. Then they started pulling things out of
the trash to track what was being thrown away and
figure out how to eliminate or reduce it. They began
working with the Local Worm Guy to compost food
waste and embarked on a bagel-whiskey collaboration
with Alchemy Distillery, eventually going from having
a 3-yard dumpster picked up every week to a 1-yard
dumpster every week. “It started as the right thing to
do,” he said. “then it became a fun project.”
As ZWH President Maggie Gainer says, “At it’s
very best, our local economy is an ecosystem--- ‘the
Circular Economy.’ Some of the best waste reduction
has come from businesses helping each other.” For
those who are interested in learning more about
Zero Waste practices and being a part of the circular
economy, ZWH is planning an in-depth workshop
on its Zero Waste Business Certification. Stay tuned
at zerowastehumboldt.org for details.
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Kin to the Earth
Vicki Ozaki
Dan Sealy
Although there may have been some serendipity
involved in the arrival of Vicki Ozaki from Sunnyvale,
California to Humboldt State University in 1979, her
journey as a Japanese American woman geologist is
more than just luck, it is a tribute to knowledge, training
and dedication.
Growing up in Sunnyvale, California, Vicki volunteered
at a ranch and environmental camp for “city kids to explore
the outdoors, learn about the natural environment, and
make connections to where food in the grocery store
comes from.” Her interest in conservation grew when
she came to Humboldt State University (HSU) to study
natural resource planning and interpretation. That interest
blossomed into a passion when she was hooked on
geology. “Wherever you go you can explore geology and
it forms the base of the ecosystem.” Vicki participated in
a six-week geology field camp led by noted geologist Dr.
Gary Carver (retired) where she applied everything she
had learned. “Direct application of scientific knowledge in
this wonderful outdoors is a strength of the HSU natural
resource and science programs.” Vicki signed up for the
new geology graduate program at HSU and was able to
complete while simultaneously working at Redwood
National and State Parks (RNP). Vicki was hired to study
the natural and human-induced sources of sediments to
Redwood Creek. Clear-cut logging on steep, geologically
unstable slopes of Redwood Creek, coupled with large
floods that resulted in massive amounts of gravel, rock
and debris that buried the channel, altered the course
of the creek cutting into the alluvial flats of some of the

Vicki Ozaki in action on Redwood Creek.
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tallest redwood groves. The sediment also damaged fish
habitat and impacted generations of salmonids. Vicki
spent decades hiking, wading and studying the channel
response and ecosystems as a member of a dedicated
team of geologists, led by the late Terry Hofstra. Vicki
also worked closely with Dr. Mary Ann Madej of the
U.S. Geological Survey for over 30 years.
Vicki has authored or co-authored over 20 papers
covering what the team was learning from long-term
monitoring studies as they applied that knowledge to
the restoration and protection of Redwood Creek. “Most
people are not aware of the long history of changes in
Redwood Creek. About ⅔ of the parklands were logged
before they became a part of the park and in some places
were densely reseeded with other species like Douglas-fir.
The parks are working to restore these previously logged
areas to get them back on the path towards an old growth
forest with a more natural species composition. This
will help reconnect isolated old growth forests stands.
Park foresters are conducting restoration thinning and
following forest treatments, geologists are removing
legacy logging roads.” Reports Ozaki. That restoration
is a great example of Adaptive Management: the flexible
planning that adjusts the restoration based on new
knowledge gained from studies and observations in the
field. Thanks to that planning and applied science, the
barren moonscape of large tracts of Redwood Creek
hillsides are now forested.
Vicki says she enjoys working on streams with staff.
While collecting data on Prairie Creek, visitors typically
stop to ask what the team is doing and it provides an
opportunity to explain about science in the national
parks and why it is important. The protected old growth
redwood portion of the watershed of Prairie Creek
provides the baseline for measuring success in other
streams like Lost Man Creek where roads have been
removed. She is currently working with the Yurok tribe
on a large wood loading project in Prairie Creek.
She is quick to acknowledge her work is a collaboration
with many capable and outstanding scientists and
conservationists in the NPS. Beside Mr. Hofstra, Vicki
points to her long-term collaborator, Dr. Madej, a retired
geologist formerly of USGS who has partnered with RNP
on geomorphic and watershed studies in Redwood Creek.
Dr. Madej has compiled the studies and reports that have
been conducted regarding Redwood Creek. It has been
peer reviewed and recently published as Redwood Creek
Watershed Studies: Summary of Geomorphic Research
at Redwood National Park.
Vicki openly shares her in-depth knowledge through
publications, seminars, and work with new generations
of geology students at HSU.
Vicki and her family are active members of the broader
Humboldt Community. Her husband, Duncan McNeil,
www.yournec.org

Vicki Ozaki surveying in Redwood Creek Estuary.

works with an organic soil producer; her son, Quinn,
works at Los Bagels and her daughter, Alex works for the
Flower Co. and is active in social justice organizations.
Being part of the local community means more than
protecting the natural ecosystems, however. She also
brings a personal perspective of her Japanese cultural
heritage. Vicki’s father and grandparents were among the
120,000 Americans of Japanese ancestry who were forced
from their homes and incarcerated in detention centers
known variously as “relocation centers, “internment
camps” or “concentration camps.” Vicki’s family was
forced to “relocate” from San Francisco to Heart Mountain
Concentration Camp on the banks of the Shoshone River.
Heart Mountain was open from 1942 – 1945 and is now
administered as a historic site by the Heart Mountain
Wyoming Foundation to: “Preserve and memorialize
the Heart Mountain World War II Japanese American
Confinement Site and the stories that symbolize the
fragility of democracy.” Her father wrote about his
experience in 2013, saying, “…more than a half century
has passed since the ‘Evacuation’, the danger still remains
that something similar could happen again. All it takes
is ignorance which leads to fear, which in turn can be
whipped up into national hysteria and paranoia.”
Vicki and several amazing Asian American women
are members of Taiko Swing Humboldt (now called
Humboldt Asians and Pacific Islanders). They developed
an exhibit titled “Pieces of Our Lives” last spring. The
exhibit, which was erected at the Clarke Museum in
Eureka and the HSU library, included family objects and
the stories of those from the Humboldt County Japanese
American community whose families were imprisoned
in U.S. concentration camps during WWII. Taiko Swing
sponsored Swingposium, a performance by San Jose
Taiko, Epic Immersive and the HSU Jazz Orchestra
which was a lively recreation of the Big Band sounds
that originated in the Japanese American Concentration
Camps and focused on the life in camp as seen from the
eyes of imprisoned young Japanese Americans. Vicki
says, “While there isn’t a lot of diversity in Humboldt
County, organizing the Swingposium events brought
together the local Asian American community.”
Vicki’s impacts on her Humboldt County home are
much more than a stroke of luck, they are the result of
her love of science, her hard work, her dedication and
enlightened engagement to the community.
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Trinidad Opts Out, But Water Pipeline Study Moves Forward
Caroline Griffith, EcoNews Journalist
In an controversial procedural move, the Trinidad
City Council held a re-vote at its February 9 meeting
about whether or not to participate in a feasibility
study with Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District
(HBMWD). The study, initiated by the Trinidad
Rancheria to stabilize its water supply for future
growth, would have looked into the costs and logistics
of building a water pipeline to extend HBMWD services
to the Trinidad area. The Rancheria has plans to build
a controversial hotel and RV Park that is contingent
upon having a reliable water source. Opponents of
the project are concerned that the water pipeline will
open up the area to development.
The Trinidad City Council had previously voted
at its January 26 meeting to not participate in the
study. According to Mayor Steve Ladwig, he brought
the item back to council because of concerns that
technological issues had prevented the council and
the public from engaging in a thorough discussion of
the issue. There was a storm the night of the original
vote which left many in Trinidad without power and
therefore unable to log onto the virtual meeting to
make public comment. Members of the council also
reported having connectivity issues during the January
26 meeting.
After rehashing the previous discussion and

hearing dozens of members of the public comment
for and against the study, the council voted 3-2 to not
participate. Concerns from the public and council
included the potential price of the study (participating
entities would split the cost) and potential for unchecked
growth that would ruin the rural character of the
area. Many members of the public spoke of a concern
for the stability of Trinidad’s water supply, which
currently comes from Luffenholtz Creek, but not all
of them felt that bringing water from the Mad River
was the answer; there were also suggestions to look
into water catchment and storage as an alternative.
The question of whether or not to provide water to
the Rancheria last year triggered an in-depth look at
the Trinidad water supply. The ad-hoc committee
studying this found that during drought conditions
the current water supply may be insufficient to meet
existing customer needs. The City declared a drought
condition in October of 2020 and asked customers to
voluntarily conserve water. Opting out of this study will
mean that the City may not be able to hook up to any
potential pipeline in the future. As John Friedenbach,
general manager of HBMWD said, “You can only push
a certain amount of water through a certain sized pipe.
This is your opportunity to look at it.”
Westhaven Community Services District (WCSD)
also recently opted out of the study, which will still
be moving forward despite these two entities opting

out. The McKinleyville Community Services District
(MCSD), the Trinidad Rancheria and HBMWD have
all signed onto a Memorandum of Understanding to
study the logistics of bringing water from the Mad
River, through McKinleyville via MCSD infrastructure,
and into the Rancheria. To do so would require laying
new pipeline from HBMWD to MCSD, some of which
may go through private property and would require
easements. Part of the feasibility study will involve
figuring out possible routes. HBMWD would need
permission from the Local Area Formation Commission
(LAFCo) to expand its Sphere of Influence (SOI).
The feasibility study and any subsequent pipeline
construction may take a long time. Those who are
concerned with environmental and developmental
impacts will still have opportunities to comment
when the project goes before LAFCo and the Coastal
Commission, and when it goes through the CEQA
process. Bryce Kinney, member of the Humboldt
Alliance for Responsible Planning (HARP) who has
been watching the hotel project, was optimistic about
the decision. “We’re gearing up for the long haul,”
he said. “A lot of things can change in 3 or 4 years.
Trinidad could develop alternative water sources and
if the (hotel) project were scaled down, the city may
be able to provide water. Who knows?”

Despite Widespread Opposition, Cannabis Mega-Grow Approved
Caroline Griffith, EcoNews Journalist
Despite widespread opposition from citizens and
environmental organizations, the Humboldt County
Planning Commission recently approved a controversial
cannabis grow near Weott. The decision could still be
appealed to the Board of Supervisors. The NEC, EPIC,
CNPS, Friends of the Eel River and Redwood Region
Audubon Society were among those in opposition, signing
onto a letter to the Planning Commission asking them not
to approve the project as proposed.
The project,
Rolling Meadow
Ranch, LLC
Commercial
Cannabis Project,
which is located
at McCann Road
and D yer v ille
Loop Road, east of
Weott is seeking
seven Conditional
Rolling Meadow Ranch, LLC Commercial Use Permits for
Cannabis Project proposed location.
5.77 acres of
Waterways: Cameron Creek, Eel River.
Source: Google Maps.
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mixed-light cultivation and processing facilities utilizing
16 greenhouses, and is expected to operate year-round with
a maximum of four cultivation cycles annually. Opponents
of the project argue that the Planning Commission should
have either ordered a full Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) or exercised its authority to deny the project’s
application based on the fact that the Project may have
one or more significant effects on the environment and
negative neighborhood impacts.
Concerns included inadequate surveys for biological
resources and wetlands, water usage and whether or not
new access roads meet fire-safety standards. Neighbors
also worry about the impact of the estimated 30 employees
driving up and down a road that is already poorly maintained
and not suited for heavy traffic. Also of concern is the
ability of the Fruitland Fire Protection District to quickly
respond to potential emergencies at the remote property.
Another major concern is that the area is a potential
“high-use” area for raptors like Cooper's hawk (Accipiter
cooperii), sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus) and
golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). New agricultural projects
often attract rodents, which are then dealt with using
rodenticides that harm those animals higher up the food
chain, like raptors. The presence of humans and human
www.yournec.org

activity can also affect raptors and potentially disturb their
nesting and breeding patterns. According to a representative
for the project, wildlife mitigations include noise reducing
fans and automated Blackout curtains to reduce light
pollution. She went on to say that only one golden eagle
nest was sighted on the property in 2003 and none have
been seen since then. During a three-day survey period
in early January 2020 no nests or signs of golden eagles
were observed. One public commenter pointed out, “The
Golden eagle mitigation only addresses breeding season.
What about nesting? Human activity will be great and
could cause eagles to desert territories.”
Since the passage of Prop 64 in 2016, Humboldt
County residents have watched with concern as massive
greenhouses and cannabis mega-grows started popping up
in their neighborhoods. Though the process of developing
local regulations was lengthy and local environmental
groups participated in giving guidance to the Planning
Commission and Board of Supervisors, the resulting
permitting process still seems to favor large grows and has
failed to incorporate many of these suggestions. People
who are interested in monitoring the permitting process
and weighing in on projects can find Board of Supervisors
and Planning Commission agendas at https://humboldt.
legistar.com/Calendar.aspx
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NEXUS

The intersection of human rights, the <<<>>>
environment, social justice, and the economy

Land Trusts in Humboldt County:
Alternative Ways to Protect and Conserve Resources
donna luckey,
Jacoby Creek Land Trust Board Member
How can we protect land in Humboldt County, this
amazing place we call home? Different models exist for
us to consider, and a land trust may be a good solution.
For centuries, indigenous peoples lived in cooperation
with each other and with the land: all the members of
the eco-community made up the whole place we call
home. While the conceptual structure of holding ‘private
property’ imposed through colonialism remains today,
we have come to recognize the wisdom of a more holistic
perspective of a shared, interconnected ‘commons.’ How
do land trusts provide more balanced relationships to
the eco-community within the capitalist model of private
property rights?

Where did the idea of a land trust come from?

In 1929, Ralph Borsodi introduced the idea of ‘trusterty’
rather than ‘property’, which inspired alternative community
landholding models (e.g., the School of Living, from the
1930s). Holding land in trust means protecting particular
parts of the ‘bundle of rights’ that make up our concept
of private property. Land trusts protect resources by
acquiring some of these rights and maintaining them
through restoration and stewardship for future generations.

How does a land trust work?

Land trusts protect land by acquiring conservation
easements or through the outright purchase of the land.
The outright purchase of land in Humboldt County can
be prohibitively expensive. A quick review of open land
for sale in the county yields prices ranging from $1,800 to
$27,000 per acre. Very few land trusts have the resources
to purchase land at these prices without outside assistance,
and some land trusts find the obligations of ownership
beyond their purview.
More frequently, land trusts use conservation
easements as a land protection measure. These easements
are purchased or donated, in the form of an agreement
between landowners and land trusts. A conservation
easement conveys selected property rights from the owner
to the trust, conserving the land with these protected rights
held ‘in perpetuity’. The easement outlines acceptable uses,
usually protecting the land from development; sometimes
public access is allowed. However, since protected land
often has significant ecological values such as fragile
riparian habitats or dunes, it may not be open to the
public. The landowner may also receive tax benefits from
sale or donation to a land trust. (For more on possible tax
benefits, contact a land trust directly.) These basic land
protection tools are also used by government agencies, like
the City of Arcata in protecting the Community Forest,
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Samoa ecosystems, and Friends of the Dunes will be the
interim owner and manager of this 357-acre area.

Collaborative efforts

Houda Point overlook, Trinidad Coastal Land Trust property.
Photo credit: donna luckey, 2018

as well as other conservation groups, such as Save the
Redwoods or the Trust for Public Lands.

History of land trusts in Humboldt County

While working as the North Coast Field Representative
for the State Coastal Conservancy (SCC) in 1979, I met
with Trinidad community members to discuss their
desire to protect critical land there. These conversations
and other projects along the coast led to the SCC’s Land
Trust Program; grant funding from the SCC followed,
helping to create the Trinidad Coastal Land Trust. The
TCLT currently has 26 coastal properties and easements,
providing protection and public access to an extensive
stretch of our coast. This ongoing stewardship is part of
conservation activities ensured by land trusts at regional
and state levels as well.
The Sanctuary Forest in southern Humboldt is another
early group. Formed in the 1980s, this trust protects land
and waters of the Mattole River watershed. They are an
award-winning trust, working with the Mattole Restoration
Council and providing education programs as well as
conservation and restoration measures in that area.
Active members of the Sanctuary Forest pioneered
conversations that led to the founding of the Northcoast
Regional Land Trust in 2000. Working in the early 2000s
with The Nature Conservancy, the NCRLT developed a
regional plan to protect land in a 3-county area (including
Del Norte and Trinity Counties). The NCRLT currently
conserves more than 50,000 acres.
Other local land trusts in Humboldt County include
the Friends of the Dunes, the Jacoby Creek Land Trust,
and the McKinleyville Land Trust. As their names suggest,
each of these land trusts has a local focus, whether the
Samoa Dunes, the bluffs of the Mad River, or the watershed
of Jacoby Creek.
Most recently, newly protected lands in Humboldt
County include the Marshall Ranch in southern Humboldt
and the Samoa Dunes and Wetlands. In 2019, the California
Rangeland Trust, a state organization, protected the 2,942acre Marshall Ranch. Working ranches and agricultural
land often include critical habitat, such as the riparian
corridor of the South Fork of the Eel River found there.
Just this year, a cooperative coalition effort acquired the
www.yournec.org

As the previous example indicates, land trusts can
collaborate and coordinate in many ways. Organizations
like the Northern Regional Council of California Land
Trusts, the California Council of Land Trusts, and the
Land Trust Alliance provide organizational support. State
organizations like the Department of Fish and Wildlife
and the SCC continue to partner with local land trusts
today, funding public access, planning projects, and land
acquisition. For example, the Jacoby Creek Land has a
grant from the SCC to develop a flood protection plan
for the lower Jacoby Creek watershed.

Ways to participate

There are numerous ways for you to connect with
a land trust as part of Humboldt County’s conservation
community. Join an interpretive hike led by one of the
trusts to explore local ecosystems. Volunteer to clean
up beaches and remove invasive species. Support land
trust fundraising activities. During the pandemic, online
auctions and educational opportunities offer ways to
participate in local land trust activities. Yet another way
to support land trusts is through your estate planning.
Land trusts work within the current economic model
of private property while providing stewardship of common
resources into the future. Let’s work together to find
more balanced relationships with all members of our
eco-community!
Protected Land in Humboldt County
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Housing the Vulnerable and Protecting the Land
Don't Need to Conflict
Caroline Griffith, EcoNews Journalist
It’s no secret that California has a housing problem.
Here on the North Coast, one potential housing project
has gotten a lot of media attention not because of
what it is, but because of its controversial location.
The Betty Kwan Chinn Homeless Foundation, which
works to feed and provide transitional housing for
people experiencing homelessness, has been working
for nearly two years to get approval for a project to
transitionally house up to forty people in trailers
donated by PG&E. Unfortunately, this project was
proposed for a property in the Coastal Zone and does
not comply with the Coastal Act, so approval required
appealing a zoning change to the Coastal Commission.
The City of Eureka was aware that this would need to
go before the Commission, but for some reason did
not take the necessary steps to bring the project to
the Commission in a timely manner. The project is
now moving forward, but due to the length of time
the City took to submit its application (and the fact
that the Commission works on a shoestring budget
and 172 staff analyze development permits for the
1,271 miles of coastline), the Commission has been
characterized by some as slowing down progress on
this project. This is a misdirection and incomplete view
of a complex issue, which unfortunately only serves
to divide housing advocates and conservationists.
In fact, at certain points in its history, the Coastal
Commission has had the power to prioritize affordable
housing. The California Coastal Act was enacted in
1972 when Proposition 20 was passed by 62% of voters.
Motivated by rampant coastal development (like The
Sea Ranch in Sonoma County and Humboldt’s own
Shelter Cove), a massive oil spill off the coast of Santa
Barbara and a general environmental awakening that
was happening across the U.S. at the time, Californians
realized that “local control” was not protecting the
coast for all Californians and sought to create coastal
development standards and environmental protections.
The Coastal Act, as Prop. 20 was called, created six
regional commissions charged with establishing a
policy plan for the coast to guide development into
the future while making sure that the coast remained
accessible to everyone. The first Executive Director of
the Coastal Commission was Peter Douglas, who was
beloved by environmentalists. One of the authors of

Betty Kwan Chinn in front of her existing transitional housing village. PG&E has donated trailers for an additional
transitional village. Photo source: Betty Chinn Facebook.

the Coastal Act and a self-described “radical pagan
heretic,” Douglas served for 26 years and his guidance
and ethos have led to the coastal preservation and
access that many of us take for granted.
When the Coastal Act was codified by the legislature
in 1976, six regional commissions were tasked with
regulating development on the coast and guaranteeing
coastal access to low and moderate income people,
basically ensuring that coastal access couldn’t be
bought up by the wealthy. The law even allowed the
commission to stipulate that a certain percentage of
coastal access and accommodations needed to be
for low-income people. According to Rick Rayburn,
the former Executive Director of the North Coast
Regional Commission (and poet: see page 19), this was
a mandate that the commission took very seriously.
“We jumped right in,” he said. “At the time, a lot of
things were being converted to condos and sold to high
income people. Commission staff were very young and
aggressive, even though they had gotten involved to
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save the coast, not to help low income people.”
This aggressive focus on equity led to a backlash
in Sacramento and lawmakers removed the mandate
that critics said led to “social engineering.” When the
commission became permanent, it came under the
direction of the state legislature which specifically
removed housing from the accessibility mandate in
the 80s. Though affordable housing was removed from
the Commission’s mandate, it could be restored by
an act of the legislature. There are also ways that the
Commission can address housing issues by delving
into short-term rental policies, i.e. vacation rentals and
Air BnBs, and working to balance between affordable
vacation accommodations and affordable housing.
So, although the Coastal Commission can weigh
in on housing accessibility as it pertains to permits
before it, and could potentially make it a priority when
it comes to coastal development, it can only do so when
project permits are applied for. In short, it can only
work with what it's given. The larger issue here is that
this project was proposed on a property that is not
zoned appropriately, one that previous Commissions
would most likely have denied due to worries about
flood hazard and a prioritization of restoration. But,
because it is not permanent housing and there is a
dire need, the project is moving forward.
Whether this property was chosen due to
NIMBYism and a fear of backlash from neighbors
who don’t want to live next door to a transitional
housing village or a lack of funding, the fact remains
that if it had been proposed elsewhere, the Coastal
Commission would not have even been a player. In
fact, there are properties owned by the City, outside
of the Coastal Zone, that could be appropriate for a
project like this, and would not need to go through
a lengthy appeals process. Some of these are paved,
have sewer and water hookups, with no wetlands or
homes nearby. The City of Eureka has recently started
offering city-owned properties (many of them parking
lots) up for Request for Proposal (RFPs) by affordable
housing developers, which will add new, safe and
affordable units to our housing stock. Unfortunately,
funding is still an issue. Another game-changer for
housing would be a statewide bond measure that State
Senator Mike McGuire is working to get on the ballot
for 2021. State Senators also introduced numerous
bills in December that would make it easier to build
homes and smaller apartments, and to subdivide large
residential lots into two parcels.
There are achievable solutions to our housing crisis
and we can take care of our most vulnerable citizens
while also taking care of vulnerable natural areas. We
just need the political will and bravery to allocate the
necessary funding and appropriate land to do so.
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North Coast Unified Air Quality Management District:
Charged with Monitoring and Regulating the Air We Breathe
Ali Ong Lee
Here on the north coast, winter storms have roiled
tributaries but have cleared the air. We have been wakingup to the new Biden-Harris Administration clearing the
way to renewed environmental protection—such as
having the United States rejoin the Paris Accord aimed
at reducing and eliminating greenhouse-gas emissions
to slow down climate change and sea-level rise.
On January 25, 2021, in “What Biden’s presidency means
for California’s Environment,” CalMatters.org reported:
“California has the nation’s worst air quality, so this issue
is arguably one of the most pressing environmental
problems facing the state.” Additionally, respiratory
issues associated with vulnerability to COVID-19, as
a symptom of the virus and as a lasting health issue
for COVID survivors, heightens the importance of
prioritizing clean air policies and actions for public
health. Hence, this article for EcoNews’ local governance
series highlights another obscure agency—charged by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and State
of California—with protecting the environment: the
North Coast Unified Air Quality Management District
(NCUAQMD).

NORTH COAST UNIFIED AIR QUALITY
MANAGEMENT DISTRICT

In California, there are 35 air quality districts tasked
with air quality planning, monitoring, regulation, and
education. Locally, the North Coast Unified Air Quality
Management District (NCUAQMD) is the regional
agency responsible for Humboldt, Del Norte, and Trinity
counties. Its website (www.ncuaqmd.org) “District
Information'' page states that NCUAQMD’s “primary
responsibility [is to control] air pollution from stationary
sources,” by enforcing federal, state, and county policies.
Examples of stationary sources are dry cleaners, auto
body shops, and biomass (biofuel) plants. More familiar
stationary sources are domestic burn piles, and asbestos
found when buildings are remodeled, construction
sites are graded, or when quarries and mines release

particulates through their operation. Many of us are
familiar with NCUAQMD issuing annual burn permits
and burn day pronouncements.

NORTH COAST AIR BASIN

NCUAQMD shares the North Coast Air Basin, a
geographic clustering of air monitoring sites, with two
others: the Mendocino AQMD and the Northern Sonoma
County APCD. Within the North Coast Air Basin, there
are ten air quality monitoring sites. In Humboldt there
are two; the first is on Greenwood Avenue in Blue Lake,
and the second is at the Public Health Department in
Eureka, on the corner of Sixth and I Streets. The other
monitoring sites are in Crescent City, Weaverville,
Fort Bragg, Willits, Ukiah, Cloverdale, Healdsburg,
and Guerneville. The basin’s historical air quality data
from 1988-1997 is charted for annual comparisons at
https://www.arb.ca.gov/adam/index.html.

CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD

The California Air Resources Board (CARB), which
oversees the NCUAQMD and the other air quality
districts, inventories mobile source emissions from both
gasoline and diesel on-road and off-road vehicles, ranging
from heavy duty diesel trucks to pleasure craft in water
to weed whackers on land. CARB may be familiar since
it weighs in on Timber Harvest Plans (THPs). What
is more, CARB inventories toxics and natural sources
of carbon emissions, including wildfires--and active
volcanoes--like the ones that seemed to consume half
of last year in the Environmental Protection Agency’s
Region 9 (California, Hawaii, Nevada, Arizona, and
148 tribes). In September 2020, NCUAQMD reached
more public consciousness when smoke from California
fires (August Complex, Elkhorn/Hopkins Fire, Red
Salmon Complex, Slater Fire, Oak Fire and Oregon fires)
rendered the north coast’s air quality very unhealthy
and even hazardous for areas within close proximity to
the wildfires. NCUAQMD issued periodic air quality
updates and resources, beyond the day when the sky
burned an eerie orange and darkness fell.

NCUAQMD HEARING BOARD

Similar to last month’s featured local agency, the
Humboldt Local Agency Formation Commission
(Humboldt LAFCo) which has quasi-legislative authority,
the NCUAQMD Hearing Board has quasi-judicial
authority for “appeals of permit decisions, petitions for
a variance and requests for abatement orders” (www.
ncuaqmd.org/index.php?page=hearing.board).
The current Hearing Board is comprised of:
• one professional engineer;
• one medical professional;
• one attorney;
• two public members;
• and one alternate each for the three-year positions
above.
Currently, there are openings for all of the alternates,
except the attorney’s alternate.

NCUAQMD GOVERNING BOARD

Four elected supervisors are appointed to the NCUAQMD
Board by the respective Board of Supervisors for
Humboldt, Del Norte, and Trinity counties. Only
one elected city official is appointed by mayors within
the tri-county region for a total of five governing board
members. NCUAQMD’s Board meets at 10:30 a.m.,
seven times this year, on Zoom until further notice.
The next public meeting is March 18, 2021. Normally,
it meets on a rotating basis in the tri-county region.

STAFF

Executive Director and Air Pollution Control Officer
Brian Wilson works with thirteen staff members:
• four administrators,
• four staff in the planning and permitting division,
• three staff in the compliance and enforcement
division, and
• two air monitoring specialists.

NORTH COAST UNIFIED AIR QUALITY
MANAGEMENT DISTRICT (NCUAQMD)
707 L Street, Eureka, CA 95501
707-443-3093 Main
707-444-2233 Complaints
support@ncuaqmd.org
www.ncuaqmd.org

AirNow.gov

An Environmental Protection Agency website showing
Current Air Quality and Historical Air Quality, by area.

GISpub.epa.gov

AirNow’s interactive map.
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Eye on

Washington

Dan Sealy, NEC Legislative Analyst

A New Day in DC

Americans are reminded once again: elections do
indeed have consequences. From national to local elections,
voters saw swings to both the left and right. Certainly, on
the national level, the swing was mostly leftward. Many
conservation organizations are breathing a sigh of relief
as they look forward to negotiating policies, laws and
legislation with more friendly government representatives.
But voters are reminded as President Biden writes Executive
Orders that future administrations can reverse them again.
Legislation to back them up will take much more effort
to achieve and will test the patience and political savvy of
conservationists, from national organizations to individual
believers. A quick look at some of the recent Executive
and Secretarial Orders:

US Forest Service Pushes Pause

On February 1, Acting Agriculture Department Deputy
Undersecretary for Natural Resources and Environment,
Chris French, sent a memorandum to Forest Service Chief
Vicki Christiansen, saying proposed actions that could
impact roadless-area proposals, as well as other pending
decisions, will be elevated to higher administrative levels at
USDA for review by February 12. This means a temporary
halt to road construction and logging in roadless areas of
national forests while leaders at the secretary’s level ensure
that the proposed work aligns with President Biden’s justreleased goals for environmental and climate policy.The
review applies to Forest Service actions that were to be
decided before March 31, suggesting it applies the highly
controversial Tongass National Forest in Alaska, which the
previous administration exempted from the roadless-area
rule. This is good news for defenders of wilderness and
proponents of higher levels of protection of wilderness
and other public lands administered by the USFS. The
anticipation of this action may also be the reason behind
perceived mixed messages between Washington DC and
forest supervisors the past two years.

Oil and Gas

There was good news for those who expressed concern
as the Trump administration and Sec. of the Interior, Zinke,
pushed to open up all of the US continental shelf to oil and
gas exploration, including California and the US Arctic. In
President Biden’s sweeping Executive Order, he banned new
drilling on public lands and waters. Although Congressman
Huffman and other legislators have previously proposed
legislation to make part or all of those bans permanent, it
will be the new congress that will debate that legislation
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and North Coast conservationists are eager to weigh in
to assure protection for our clean water, beaches, fishing
and tourism. Republican and Democratic legislators have
already signaled the fight will be hard fought. While many
Americans were focused on the quick legislative process
to move Biden’s big 1.9 trillion dollar COVID-19 and
economic stimulus package through the House and Senate,
Sen. Barasso (R-NM) and his Democratic counterpart,
Sen. Heinrich (D-NM,) supported by other western
representatives, passed an amendment to the stimulus bill.
The amendment would exempt New Mexico from the ban.
Barasso argued “One of the many crushing consequences
of the moratorium is eliminating hundreds of millions of
dollars for K-12 education for students funding all in these
states.” What is lesser known by most Americans is the
large number (perhaps numbering in the thousands) of
existing claims that have not been activated.

Oil Pipelines- Keystone XL

During both the Obama and Trump administrations,
the Keystone XL Pipeline, which would bring some of the
dirtiest oil from Canada to the U.S. for transportation
and refinement, was first banned, then permitted under
Executive Orders. Right out of the gate, Biden began actions
to stop the pipeline’s construction. The Sierra Club and
other environmental groups, joined by some members of
Congress, asked for a broader review of federal permits
issued by the Army Corps of Engineers, arguing that the
expanded pipeline will allow further development of the
carbon-intensive oil sands in Canada, exacerbating climate
change. Once again, a bi-partisan group of Senators with
a vote of 52-48 successfully added an amendment to the
stimulus package to approve the transboundary permit
for the Keystone XL pipeline.

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR)

Rep. Young (R-AK) must surely be upset after President
Biden, on his first day in office, signed an Executive
Order to place a temporary moratorium on oil and gas
development in the ANWR coastal plain region. Rep. Young,
who has spent most of his almost 40 years in Congress
pushing for drilling in the refuge, joined Alaska Senators
Murkowski (R-AK) and Sullivan (R-AK) in denouncing
the pause. Readers may recall Sen. Murkowski nudged
an amendment into the Trump “Tax Reform Act” to open
up the wildlife refuge to oil and gas exploration saying the
taxes raised on oil production would offset the taxes lost
in the Tax Act. However, when leases were offered for
bid, few were received and none for the expected revenue
needed. Democrats took no time in attempting to make
the new ban permanent by introducing legislation to make
the coastal plain of the refuge a wilderness area. “After a
www.yournec.org

recent failed set of lease sales, it’s clear that Republicans’
promises of a major fiscal windfall from development on
the coastal plain were really a major fiscal flop,” wrote
Sen. Markey (D-MA).

National Monuments

The Department of the Interior will be reviewing
the “boundaries and conditions” of Bears Ears National
Monument in southeastern Utah and Grand StaircaseEscalante National Monument in southwestern Utah. In a
relatively rare move, the former President Trump reduced
the size of both national monuments to allow exploration
of oil, gas and mineral mining within over two million
acres of the original monuments borders.
Biden could issue a new proclamation under the
Antiquities Act of 1906, or the administration could opt
to undertake a review process for the additional acreage.
Lawsuits were already filed to block Biden’s order and the
judge in the case requested a review by March 5.

Climate Change

In addition to re-signing the US into the Paris Climate
change Accord, as he promised during his campaign,
President Biden also set a clear tone to place climate change
and the climate crisis as a priority for his administration.
That topic alone is worth a separate article but here is a
link to his Executive Order which outlines new policies
on electric vehicles, clean electricity and renewable power,
and calls for slashing oil methane emissions. The Order
can be read here : www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/
presidential-actions/2021/01/27/executive-order-ontackling-the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad/

Congress Ramps Up California Water War

As winter precipitation appears to be drastically low
with the northern and central valley portions of the state
recording “extreme” to “severe” drought conditions as of
early February, Rep. Valadao (R-CA) introduced legislation
to extend a deadline this year for the Interior secretary to
evaluate potential water storage projects for another 10
years, to 2031. The potential drought once again pits big
agricultural interests against environmentalists. Building
more water storage is a top priority for farming interests
in the drought-stricken state, but water storage projects
are typically opposed by environmental groups.
It is yet to be seen what Sec. of the Interior, Haaland,
will do with the large volume water storage issue that
requires massive dam building. Through Sec. Haaland
is considered friendly to most conservation issues, she
is from New Mexico, another state that frequently faces
water shortages. The bill, however, requires local matching
funding which, for large water storage and transportation
projects, has been a limiting factor. Valadao has placed his
flag on the hill, however, and California conservationists
will need to continue to find ways to stop the robbing
of water from northern California that robs our rovers
and, fisheries, to provide more and more water to the
arid farmlands of the south. First hurdle is to get the bill

passed out of the Democratically- controlled House.
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EcoNews
Community
Creations
Just Us

You're Welcome | by Joel Mielke

by Rick Rayburn

Scent of pitch and decaying wet leaves
over coarse volcanic sands
above the black lake.
My wife’s shoulder rises with each breath,
as dawn’s stars dim above sugar pines, heavy
with pulling pendulous cones.
Damp splits night and day,
I lie, still, when
startled by unfamiliar breaths.
Shadowy ﬁgure hovers over me,
taller than manzanita.
Bear? Cougar?
Mule deer, a doe,
slim, erect ears ﬂicker.
Her indifferent face ﬁxes on me.
White-tipped tail sways,
she tears grass from the earth,
resumes the silent stare.
I search her wide eyes
for welcome at her lake. I whisper,
It’s just us.
I am in her solitary eyes.
Too intimate? She spins,
bounds into the forest.
My wife wakes,
laying her hand on my cheek.
White patch wraps Lassen’s peak.

Saturdays
at 10AM
KHUM
104.3FM
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Ivy Munnerlyn, Coastal Programs Coordinator
The Common Raven (Corvus corax) is indeed
common in Humboldt County, chances are you’ve seen
one soaring over the beach or resting on a redwood
branch.
While crows usually hang out in large groups,
ravens like to stick with one or two others. They eat
a wide variety of foods: scavenged meat, berries,
nuts, and whatever else they can find. They certainly
aren’t picky!
One of the most remarkable things about ravens
is their ability to communicate. They are one of four
known types of animal that demonstrate “displacement”,
the ability to tell others about something that is far
away or that happened in the past. (The other three
animals that
can do this are
bees, ants, and
humans).
Ravens are
smart in other
ways, too. They
can use tools,
deceive other
ravens , and
work together
with other
species. They
www.yournec.org

also enjoy collecting
shiny objects and
playing with each
other and with other
species.
While Ravens
are impressive
creatures, they can
a l s o co nt r i b u t e
to conser v ation
issues. "Birds such
as jays and ravens
eat a wide variety of
foods, including the eggs and chicks of other birds.
Human food can boost jay and raven numbers, resulting
in increased predation of threatened and endangered
bird species like the marbled murrelet." - Redwood
National & State Park
So consider following these tips from the National
Park Service:
• Never Feed Wildlife—Ever!
• Properly dispose of all garbage—even crumbs.
• Store food in airtight containers, out-of-sight
in a locked car or bear-proof locker.
Photo Credit: Ingrid Taylar on Flickr
Sources: Common Raven Wikipedia, National Park Service
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SB 1383 Reducing Short-Lived Climate Pollutants in CA
3

6

2020

50 PERCENT REDUCTION IN LANDFILLED ORGANIC WASTE
(11.5 Million Tons Allowed Organic Waste Disposal)

REGULATIONS TAKE EFFECT

2022

Get on Board for the Climate

New HWMA Director Will
Need Climate Champion Stripes
Martha Walden, What Now Coalition
California is cracking down on methane, a greenhouse
gas that traps eighty times more heat than carbon dioxide.
Any organic matter that rots under anaerobic conditions
-- think landfill -- will produce methane. So SB 1383
aims to reduce 2014 levels of landfilled organic waste
by 50%. (The scope of 1383 includes other short term
climate pollutants that I don't have room to address here.)
The target date for this drastic reduction was January
of last year, but Humboldt county has not met that
benchmark. But by January of '22, Cal-Recycle is really
putting its foot down. Non-compliant jurisdictions will
be referred to the "enforcement unit," which sounds
ominous.
California doesn't plan to stop there. It mandates a
75% reduction by 2025. The burden of compliance with
these ambitious targets rests a great deal on Humboldt
Waste Management Authority (HWMA). HWMA is a
joint powers authority representing Arcata, Blue Lake,
Eureka, Ferndale, Rio Dell, and the county of Humboldt. It
presides over eighty percent of the county's waste stream.
Because Executive Director Jill Duff y is retiring this year,
her successor will have the responsibility to oversee the
big changes in how we deal with organic waste. This
hugely important job requires public administration
skills, of course. Above all, it requires someone with
the environmental mission to help prevent waste in
the first place. The old pitch-and-bury ethos has huge
environmental impacts.
Landfills produce 20% of California's methane
emissions. Approximately half of the waste stream is
organic. This includes food, paper, textiles, compostable
plastic, and wood waste. (Most green waste finds its
way to green waste facilities, where it is composted.)
A system that separates food waste and other
organics from the waste stream will require energy,
for sure, but those costs should be more than offset
by the methane prevention and the energy savings of
not shipping our organic waste out of county. Also,
composting organics would result in a valuable product
that increases carbon sequestration in the soil. Instead of
paying to get rid of a bunch of garbage, we treat organic
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2025
2025

75 PERCENT REDUCTION IN LANDFILLED ORGANIC WASTE
(5.7 Million Tons Allowed Organic Waste Disposal)

20 PERCENT INCREASE IN RECOVERY OF CURRENTLY
DISPOSED EDIBLE FOOD

A timeline of SB 1383 organic waste reduction requirements. Source: Cal Recycle Education and Outreach Resources.

waste as a valuable resource. The logistics of doing this
will require ambitious action.
SB 1383 also requires that 20% of food waste will be
salvaged for human consumption well before it hits the
dumpster. Approximately one third of the global food
supply is wasted or under-utilized -- a sad commentary
on the flaws of our food system.
HWMA's many diversion programs keep a lot of
stuff from going into the landfill -- from hazardous
waste to mattresses -- and it oversees and monitors

PureWaterSpas
3750 Broadway | jaysooter.com | 707.444.8001

the environmental impact of two old landfills. It also
manages forest on county-owned land that surrounds
the old landfill on Cummings Road. Periodic timber
harvests are a source of revenue for HWMA. The new
director should consider managing that forest with an
increased emphasis on carbon sequestration -- another
example of a needed new set of priorities.
The future of waste management has arrived. It
involves redefining waste as a resource and protecting
the environment and climate in the process.

NCCS

Inc.

North Coast Cleaning Services
The Green Cleaning
Specialists

Mon - Sat 10:30am-5:30pm

Hot Tubs | Saunas | Service | Supplies
Serving Humboldt County for over 34 years.

www.yournec.org

Commercial office cleaning,
window cleaning, and
carpet cleaning services.
www.northcoastcleaning.com
707-269-0180
PO Box 177, Eureka, CA 95502
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Solutions
Summit
YOUR DESTINATION FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
AND SUCCESS STORIES
Michael D. Pulliam

FIVE CLEAR PATHS TO LOW-COST,
ZERO-CARBON AMERICA

A new study pioneered by Princeton University
gives intricate detail on no fewer than five economic
pathways for getting America to net-zero carbon
emissions by 2050. Each of these pathways leverages
existing technology and relies on historical energy
spending rates to completely de-carbonize the US
economy; we do not need to invent anything or create
any new finance to follow any of these plans. The team's
findings lay out practical, low-cost initiatives at local,
state, and national scales which touch on these fields:
infrastructure, technology, capital mobilization, land
use, incumbent energy industries, employment, and
health. The initial report was released mid-December
2020 to highlight the urgency of needed policy action,
with scientific journal publications to come.
One of the lead research partners, Eric Larson,
described the issue this way: “Most studies do not
provide this high geographic resolution for every state
in the country, making it hard to tangibly appreciate
what it will take to get to net-zero. Our research helps
make a net-zero future vivid and real for people."
Sources: Princeton, Niskanen Center

CONSERVATIVES ORGANIZING FOR
CLIMATE ACTION

Visitors of the website REP.org are greeted by
this telling line: "Yes, there really are Republicans
for Environmental Protection. We really do exist.
We call ourselves REP members." Organizations like
Republicans for Environmental Protection are much
more common than many Americans seem to think.
These conservative communities stretch across the
US, and most of them profess values, energy solutions,
and climate end goals in common with their liberal
counterparts. Here are eight of the most notable groups
and the year they began:
• Property and Environment Research Center (1980)
• Republicans for Environmental Protection (1995)
• ConservAmerica (1995)
• EarthX (2011)
• Niskanen Center (2014)
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• Conservative Energy Network (2016)
• American Conservation Coalition (2017)
• Clean Capitalist Coalition (2018)
Note: Not all these organizations agree with each
other, and some have opposing viewpoints to progressive climate action plans. Others have been criticized
for falsely appearing conservative while pushing a
liberal agenda. Sources: Various

CITY USES GOLD STARS TO BOOST
RECYCLING

The city council of Christchurch, New Zealand,
applied conspicuous gold stars to residents' curbside
recycle bins in order to incentivize proper sorting—and
it worked. Households with uncontaminated recyclables
were rewarded with a shiny star sticker that got the
neighbors talking. Within several months, the number
of truckloads carrying fully recyclable materials went
from 48% up to nearly 80%. The city has been aiming
to return to the 99% recyclability they had in 2019.
A visible reward system taps into the general human desire to achieve conspicuous status among our
peers. Countless studies in social psychology show
that many people would go to tremendous expense
to gain—or simply give the impression of—a reputation of uprightness, integrity, and often superiority.
Leveraging this common feature of the human mind
has been widely successful in guiding people into
prosocial behavior.
Sources: Reasons to be Cheerful, Guardian

RENEWABLE ENERGY SURPASSES
FOSSIL FUELS IN E.U. AND U.S

The fight against climate change reached a new
milestone in 2020. For the first time in history, renewables (solar and wind) delivered more electricity
to the European Union than fossil fuels. An annual
report tracking power use in the European Union
showed that for 2020, 38% of power came from renewable sources, just inching ahead of fossil fuels at 37%
(Nuclear, solar and wind power have almost doubled
in Europe since 2015, and emissions from electricity
have become almost 30% cleaner.)
Dave Jones, one of the lead authors on the report,
said, “Rapid growth in wind and solar has forced coal
into decline, but this is just the beginning. Europe is
relying on wind and solar to ensure not only coal is
phased out by 2030, but also to phase out gas generation, replace closing nuclear power plants, and to
meet rising electricity demand from electric cars, heat
pumps and electrolysers.”
The European Union isn’t the only region making strides in renewable energy. According to the US
Energy Information Administration, at one point in
2019 Americans got more power from renewable
energy than from coal for the first time since 1885;
that happened again in 2020, and is likely to become
an annual trend.
www.yournec.org

"We are moving away from coal steadily, consistently
and quickly," said Dennis Wamsted, a research analyst
at the Institute for Energy Economics & Financial
Analysis. "People want renewables. Corporations are
asking for it. They are being pushed by consumers."
Sources: UNILAD, CNN, The Happy Broadcast

MOST AMBITIOUS CLIMATE CHANGE
EXECUTIVE ORDER IN U.S. HISTORY

On January 27, President Joe Biden signed an
executive order to address the climate crisis by transitioning away from the nation’s fossil fuel economy.
The executive order paused oil and gas leasing on
federal land, and targeted subsidies for fossil fuels. A
few of the many directives found in the order included
conserving 30% of the United State’s lands and waters
by 2030, eliminating pollution from fossil fuel in the
power sector by 2035, doubling offshore wind energy,
and moving to an all-electric federal vehicle fleet.
Biden repeatedly stated his climate goals would
create “millions of good-paying, union jobs” in renewable energy, electric vehicle manufacturing, and
restoration projects of places like mine-scarred land
and old industrial sites. “When I think of climate
change and the answers to it, I think of jobs," Biden
said. “These aren’t pie-in-the-sky dreams. These are
concrete actionable solutions."
Biden also directed agencies to focus on helping
and investing in low-income and minority communities
that live near polluting refineries and other hazards that
will face job losses during the transition to renewable
energy. Source: Asociated Press

CITIES REVIVE NATIVE HABITATS TO
BOOST BIODIVERSITY

Numerous cities around the globe have made
great headway in "rewilding," the process of restoring
biodiversity amidst urban development. Through initiatives like Wild West End, which started in London,
England, in 2015, alliances of environmental organizations and property developers have been cultivating
native flora throughout city structures—rooftops,
walls, planters, hives, and bat boxes. Wild West End
takes surveys across London every two years and has
recorded impressive increases in populations of native
bats, birds, bees, and butterflies.
In a scientific study of green spaces throughout the
second-largest city in Denmark, researchers confirmed
"a positive relationship between urban wildness and
biodiversity." In Washington, D.C., the Department of
Energy and Environment has been rewilding drainage
ditches and mowed grass into meandering waterways
and meadows, as well as planting 11,000 trees per year
to reach 40% canopy coverage by 2032.
In addition to sequestering CO2 and strengthening
ecological resilience, rewilding a city benefits people
of all ages, including reduced stress and anxiety, and
increased social connections.
Sources: Reasons to be Cheerful, Pew Trusts
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After School Science Enrichment Program

Feathers and Fur

9

An exploration into the world of birds and mammals

For Kids aged 7 - 11 years
Virtual Programs 3:30 - 5pm every Tues. and Thurs.
Cost includes packet full of activities delivered to your home

Feather Program $25 ($20 members) Mar. 9th - Mar. 18th
Fur Program $25 ($20 members) Mar. 16th - Apr. 1st

SIGN UP FOR ALL 8 MEETINGS $40 ($30 members)

Created using the Crossword Maker on TheTeachersCorner.net

Down

Register online at www.humboldt.edu/natmus

Created using the Crossword Maker on TheTeachersCorner.net
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and
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hazardous
materials.
from chemical hazards.
2. Acronym for 1969 act that ensures the govt
5. The ______
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Looking
answers?
prohibit the use of Visit
certain pesticides.
7. Acronym for the 1972 act which has the power
to prohibit the use of certain pesticides.
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Help us continue to
advocate, educate, and
bring you

Northcoast Environmental Center
415 I Street, Arcata, CA 95521
MAIL TO: PO Box 4259, Arcata, CA 95518

NON-PROFIT ORG.
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Arcata, CA
PERMIT NO. 3

YES! I will help the Northcoast

Environmental Center protect our
watersheds, wildlands, and communities!
Name
Address
City

State

Phone

Zip

E-mail
My gift is (check one box if applicable):
in memory of

in honor of

a gift membership

Name of person _______________________________
(If gift
Address ____________________________
membership)

City ________________________________

A subscription to EcoNews is included
with your membership. Please choose one option:
I would like to save resources and read
EcoNews online. Do not mail me a print copy.
Please mail a print copy of EcoNews to the
address above.

I would like to join/renew my annual NEC
membership. Enclosed is my payment of:
(student or

$30 - Trillium low income)
$100 - Coho Salmon
$250 - Spotted Owl
Other ________

$50 - Paciﬁc Fisher
$500 - Orca
$1000 - Redwood

I would like to become a sustaining member!
I pledge $___________ per month.
Please bill my credit card monthly.
Please send me a pack of envelopes.

Save resources, donate online: www.yournec.

org. If you prefer, mail this form with a check or
ﬁll in your credit card information below.
Check enclosed (Payable to NEC)
Charge my Visa/Mastercard (Circle the card type)

Credit Card Number ____________________________
Exp. Date _______________

Mail to: NEC, PO Box 4259
Arcata, CA 95518
Thank you! In recognition of your generosity, we
will list your name in publications as a donor.

Please check here if you would rather remain anonymous.
The Northcoast Environmental Center is a 501(c)(3), not-for-proﬁt organization.
All donations are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law. EIN 23-7122386.

ACTIVATE
- NEC COMMUNITY ACTION GROUP

Every 3rd Wednesday
12:30 PM | Zoom Meeting
LETTER WRITING | E-MAIL BLASTS
PHONE BANKING | PETITION SIGNING

yournec.org/activate

